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The Pakistan Business Council: 
An Overview

The Pakistan Business Council (PBC) is a business policy advocacy platform, established in 2005 by 14 (now 83) 
of Pakistan’s largest private-sector businesses and conglomerates, including multinationals. PBC businesses 
cover nearly all sectors of the formal economy. It is a professionally-run organization headed by a full-time chief 
executive officer.

The PBC is a not-for-profit entity, registered under Section 42 of the Companies Ordinance 1984. Though it 
is not required under the law to do so, the PBC follows to the greatest extent possible, the Code of Corporate 
Governance as applicable to listed companies.

The PBC is a pan-industry advocacy group. It is not a trade body nor does it advocate for any specific business 
sector. Rather, its key advocacy thrust is on easing barriers to allow Pakistani businesses to compete in regional 
and global arenas. The PBC conducts research and holds conferences and seminars to facilitate the flow of 
relevant information to all stakeholders in order to help create an informed view on the major issues faced by 
Pakistan.

The PBC works closely with relevant government departments, ministries, regulators and institutions, as well 
as other stakeholders including professional bodies, to develop consensus on major issues which impact the 
conduct of business in and from Pakistan. The PBC has submitted key position papers and recommendations 
to the government on legislation and other government policies affecting businesses. It also serves on various 
taskforces and committees of the Government of Pakistan as well as those of the State Bank, the SECP and 
other regulators with the objective to provide policy assistance on new initiatives and reforms.
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The PBC’s Founding Objectives

•	 	To provide for the formation and exchange of views on any question connected with the conduct of business 
in and from Pakistan.

•	 	To conduct, organize, set up, administer and manage campaigns, surveys, focus groups, workshops, seminars 
and fieldwork for carrying out research and raising awareness in regard to matters affecting businesses in 
Pakistan.

•	 	To acquire, collect, compile, analyze, publish and provide statistics, data analysis and other information 
relating to businesses of any kind, nature or description and on opportunities for such businesses within and 
outside Pakistan.

•	 	To promote and facilitate the integration of businesses in Pakistan into the World economy and to encourage 
in the development and growth of Pakistani multinationals.

•	 	To interact with governments in the economic development of Pakistan and to facilitate, foster and further 
the economic, social and human resource development of Pakistan.
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Executive Summary

The term ‘Brexit’ refers to the withdrawal of the United Kingdom (UK) from the European Union (EU).

Since joining the European Community (EC) in 1973, some sections within the UK felt the UK’s national 
interests had been subordinated to that of the collective group of European nations.

This trail of thinking found important support as the EU – successor to the EC, opened up membership to 
Eastern European countries in 2004 leading to large populations of Eastern Europeans and EU citizens from 
other poorer members starting to move to work in the UK.

Though the UK was a part of the EU, both the EU and the UK at times appeared to follow different economic 
models.

As an example, as a collective, the EU is a net exporter of food, while the UK is a net importer. The UK 
produces about 50% of the food that it consumes, yet most EU agricultural policy has been aimed at curtailing 
production of food to limit the EU’s excess production.

The UK withdrew from the European Union on 31 January 2020 and is now in a transition period until the 
end of 2020. During this period the UK will remain part of the single market and continue to abide by EU 
rules. However, it is no longer part of the political institutions e.g. it has no representation in the European 
Parliament. It is hoped by many in the UK that the where the UK’s national interests diverge from the collective 
interest of the EU, the UK’s departure from the EU should provide the opportunity for a more bespoke and 
therefore potentially more favourable trade regime.

The UK maintains a negative trade balance with the EU.
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Exports to the EU totaled USD 215.3 Bn in 2019 while imports from the EU were worth USD 

348.1 Bn. 

Since 1973, after joining the EU, the UK’s pattern of trade has been largely influenced by 

three factors: 

 It’s membership of the EU, with the development of its internal market and its relatively 

protectionist stance towards trade outside the EU.  

 The rise of Asia generally, and China in particular, as the manufacturing centre of the 

world economy, and  

 The decline of North Sea oil production that has turned the UK from a net energy 

exporter to a net importer. 

A dysfunctional Eurozone has not provided a good external economic environment for UK 

exporters. While global imports grew USD 5.25 trillion between 2008 and 2018, imports of 

Eurozone countries grew by just USD 468 Bn. The second major global trend shaping the 

UK’s trade environment has been the economic rise of Asia generally and China in 

particular. 
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Exports to the EU totaled USD 215.3 Bn in 2019 while imports from the EU were worth USD 348.1 Bn.

Since 1973, after joining the EU, the UK’s pattern of trade has been largely influenced by three factors:

•	 	It’s membership of the EU, with the development of its internal market and its relatively protectionist stance 
towards trade outside the EU. 

•	 	The rise of Asia generally, and China in particular, as the manufacturing centre of the world economy, and 

•	 	The decline of North Sea oil production that has turned the UK from a net energy exporter to a net importer.

A dysfunctional Eurozone has not provided a good external economic environment for UK exporters. While 
global imports grew USD 5.25 trillion between 2008 and 2018, imports of Eurozone countries grew by just 
USD 468 Bn. The second major global trend shaping the UK’s trade environment has been the economic rise 
of Asia generally and China in particular.

The UK’s trade pattern has been heavily impacted by the reduction in North Sea oil production which has 
turned the UK from a net exporter of oil and petroleum products to a net importer.

The trade balance in goods and services has been positive in just 18 out of the last 62 years and most of those 
years were pre-1985. The decline in the UK trade position in goods has more to do with the increased imports 
of goods as a percentage of GDP, than a decline in goods exports.

UK trade with the rest of the world has oscillated between surplus and deficit regularly in a cyclical fashion with 
the current position being a sizable but not outrageous surplus.

There are currently two options for UK to deal with its relationship with the EU post Brexit. Either strike a new 
trade deal (soft Brexit) or to exit without a trade deal (hard Brexit).

Agreement on a trade deal will mean UK’s goods and services will have free access to European markets but it 
will mean the UK will leave the regulations enacted by the EU and end the overall jurisdiction of the European 
Court of Justice. A soft Brexit will mean no tariffs for goods exported from UK to EU.

If no trade deal is agreed, the UK goods and services will face tariffs on exports to the EU. Free movement of 
people will end and businesses trading with the EU will have to follow new rules. Tariffs applied will be at WTO 
rates. A hard Brexit will mean that items imported by the UK from Pakistan for further export to the EU, may 
face some decrease in demand as the UK will face tariffs when exporting to the EU. However, goods imported 
for internal consumption within UK may not reflect any substantial difference. There may be a possibility for 
Pakistan to increase its imports among items identified as potential opportunities in this report.

Regardless of either option, the impact on the UK’s economy has already started. In 2019, the UK sank to the 
bottom of the G7 growth table, major companies like Nissan and Dyson moved their operations out of Britain 
and the British Pound sterling dropped by 14.0%.  Currently EU members are the major trade partners of the 
UK, along with the USA and China.

According to a study conducted by the University of Cambridge economists, under a ‘hard Brexit’ whereby 
the UK reverts to WTO rules, one-third of the UK exports to the EU would be tariff-free, one-quarter would 
face high trade barriers and the balance exports risk tariffs in the range of 1–10%. In addition, 2018 and 2017 
reviews of existing academic research found that credible estimates range between GDP losses of 1.2%-4.5% 
and a cost of between 1–10% of the UK’s income per capita.
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According to most economists, EU membership has a strong positive effect on trade and as a result the UK’s 
trade would be worse off if it leaves the EU. The EU accounts for a majority of the UK’s services exports—and 
there are concerns in the UK as to whether there will be changes in regulations or quotas.

EU negotiators have recently shown some flexibility around what they are seeking in terms of fishing access 
to UK waters, and the UK may be willing to accept that. In case it diverges from EU standards, the EU could 
reimpose some tariffs on the products concerned. It is likely that the UK wants to end a divisive period brought 
on by the referendum and reduce the uncertainty to businesses and society caused by Brexit.

Some British industries face upheavals in the case of a hard Brexit, noticeably agriculture, pharmaceuticals 
and automobiles. Agrifood trade between EU and the UK amounted to USD 49.2 Bn in 2019. The outcome 
of the trade agreement between EU and UK will determine what becomes of the agriculture sector. Failure 
to negotiate a deal could disrupt supply chains due to tariffs and regulatory divergence. Both European 
Food Standards Authority (EFSA) and UK Foods Standards Agency (FSA) would like to keep a high degree 
of cooperation on sanitary and phytosanitary measures and technical standards. Farmers would also like to 
ensure no tariffs, no fees or charges, and no quotas are implemented and a level playing field between the EU 
and the UK, as proposed in the EU draft agreement, is maintained to guarantee fair competition between EU 
operators and their UK counterparts. There is potential for divergence in regulations and standards in the UK 
and the EU over the longer term. The question of whether the UK will open its doors to GMOs after Brexit has 
become more pertinent. Concerns for a future relationship of the EU and UK agrifood sectors comes as the UK 
has given indications that imports of lower-standard American food was now on the table backtracking on the 
previous stance on this contentious issue.

Prior to finalization of Brexit, a poll among the UK’s pharmaceutical sector showed that the majority of players 
viewed Brexit as a negative for their industry.

Results show a concern in the sector, with 35.0% of the 334 of the companies polled stating leaving the 
EU will be strongly negative for the pharma industry. However, the vote was not conclusive, with 20.0% of 
respondents stating they were strongly positive about the impact of Brexit on the pharma industry. There is 
still significant uncertainty about how negotiations with the EU will progress and the impact these will have on 
pharma products. Pharmaceutical industry is concerned over how trade of active pharmaceutical ingredients 
and pharma products will work in a post-Brexit scenario. Not only will the UK lose access to free movement 
of goods from the EU, people will also no longer have freedom of movement between EU countries and the 

50 

 

There is also the concern that contracts may need updating to manage some of the 

potential risks arising from Brexit or in response to Brexit-related restructuring. Areas of 

focus include: reviewing risk allocation between parties such as which counterparty bears 

the risk of border delays and tariff costs; definitions of key terms; changes to pricing 

structure or frequency of pricing reviews; and, changes to payment terms and contract 

enforcement. 

6.2. Pharmaceuticals 

Prior to finalization of Brexit, a poll among the UK’s pharmaceutical sector showed that the 

majority of players viewed Brexit as a negative for their industry. 

 

Figure 6 poll results regarding Brexit from British Pharma industry 

Results show a concern in the sector, with 35.0% of the 334 of the companies polled stating 

leaving the EU will be strongly negative for the pharma industry. However, the vote was not 

conclusive, with 20.0% of respondents stating they were strongly positive about the impact 

of Brexit on the pharma industry (Nawrat, 2020). There is still significant uncertainty about 

how negotiations with the EU will progress and the impact these will have on pharma 

products. 

Strongly negative 35.03%

The UK leaves the European Union on 31 January. Do you think this will be 
a positive or a negative for the pharmaceutical industry?

Slightly negative 19.46%

Survey data collected on 31/01/20. Total respondents: 334

Neutral 19.46%

Slightly positive 5.99%

Strongly positive 20.06%
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UK which means there are additional concerns over access to talent. Although the government is aiming for a 
points-based immigration system that will prioritize people with PhDs, their coming to the UK will require more 
paperwork and involve dealing with more bureaucracy, creating difficulties for companies and individuals. The 
good news is that uncertainty about Brexit since 2016 does not seem to have deterred continued investment 
into the UK pharma industry.

Should the UK leave the EU without a deal, the automotive sector appears to be vulnerable to disruption. 
This sector is faced with simultaneously navigating global structural changes whilst mitigating the impacts 
of Brexit – including supply chain friction, regulatory divergence, loss of access to talent and uncertain 
continuity of existing third country free trade agreements. The most successful firms will be those in the 
sector sufficiently agile to adapt to the changing environment and alive to the opportunities these changes 
present. The automotive industry is a vital part of the UK’s economy, it generates about 12.0% of exports 
and has a turnover of USD 106.6 Bn. The industry indirectly employs over 800,000 people across the UK. 
The industry anticipates supply chain disruptions which the UK is working to mitigate through free trade 
agreements. In the event of a no-deal Brexit, the EU will treat UK exports the same as those from third 
countries under its Most Favored Nation (MFN) obligations as defined by the EU’s World Trade Organization 
(WTO) commitments. Under a no deal, free movement of people will end once the UK leaves the EU. 
Currently, innovation in the UK automotive sector is boosted by significant EU funding – the industry has 
received approximately USD 4.5 Bn in research grants to UK business and universities.

The UK is currently seeking potential agreements with several countries to ensure its trade levels remain 
healthy post-Brexit. During this period, the UK will continue to participate in the EU’s Customs Union and in 
the Single Market. The UK will apply EU law even if it is no longer a Member State and will also continue to 
abide by the international agreements of the EU. The transition period makes sure that there are no sudden 
shocks but assures a degree of continuity and allows both parties to secure an orderly Brexit, minimizing 
disruption for the citizens, businesses, public administrations, as well as for international partners.

Prior to full Brexit, the UK and the EU have set out a Withdrawal Agreement. The Withdrawal Agreement sets 
out how the UK is able to continue to be covered by EU-third country trade agreements until 31 December 
2020. Where EU trade agreements apply, UK and EU content will continue to count toward the rules of origin 
requirements in EU trade agreements until 31 December 2020. Unless there is an extension, after 31 December 
2020, EU trade agreements will not apply to the UK. The UK is seeking to reproduce the effects of existing EU 
agreements for when they no longer apply to the UK.

The UK and Japan have signed a free trade agreement to ensure the continuity of free trade between the 
two nations. The UK-Japan Comprehensive Economic Partnership Agreement was agreed in principle by 
International Trade Secretary Liz Truss and Japan’s Foreign Minister Motegi Toshimitsu in a video call on 11 
September 2020. The deal is considered an important step towards joining the Comprehensive and Progressive 
Agreement for Trans-Pacific Partnership (CPTPP). It is expected to give UK businesses a gateway to the Asia-
Pacific region. UK businesses will benefit from tariff-free trade on 99.0% of exports to Japan. Government 
analysis shows that a deal with Japan will deliver a USD 1.9 Bn boost to the UK economy. UK manufacturers, 
food and drink producers and the tech sector are all set to benefit from the measures in the UK-Japan deal.
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In 2019, the total EU imports from Pakistan amounted to USD 9.8 Bn.

Imports from Pakistan to EU countries, excluding the UK, increased from USD 6.5 Bn in 2014 to USD 8.1 
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Bn in 2019. If the UK leaves without a deal, the British government intends to put in place their own trade 
preference scheme for developing countries which will provide the same level of access to UK markets as the 
current EU Generalized Scheme of Preferences (GSP).

The UK government’s intention is to provide Pakistan with the same duty free, quota free access it currently 
receives under the GSP+ tier of the EU’s preference scheme, known as the Enhanced Framework in the UK’s 
scheme. The Enhanced Framework will closely replicate the EU’s GSP+ tier, which requires that countries 
have ratified and effectively implements 27 conventions on human and labor rights, good governance and the 
environment.

To ease the transition, the rules of origin in the UK’s preferences scheme will remain the same as under the EU 
GSP. Specifically, the list of products and working or processing operation which confer originating status will 
be the same in the UK’s preference scheme as under the EU’s GSP scheme.

In 2019, UK imports from Pakistan amounted to USD 1.7 Bn accounting for 17.5% of total imports of the EU 
from Pakistan. Pakistan’s trade balance has remained positive with the UK for the past 20 years. 

UK imports from Pakistan

UK exports to Pakistan
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$742.6M

$854.6M

$1,307.32M

$1,450.63M

$1,675.35M
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$1,722.14M$1,719.64M

$1,788.39M

$843.6M
$883.6M

$996.1M

$934.7M 

$788.2M

2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019
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Out of USD 1.7 Bn worth of UK’s imports from Pakistan, USD 1.6 Bn fell in the category of GSP+ eligibility. The 
rest of the trade amounting to USD 129.4 Mn consisted of items which were not GSP+ eligible. 92.5% of total 
imports by UK from Pakistan were GSP+ eligible imports.

Non-GSP+ eligible imports amounted to USD 129.4 Mn; majority of which included HS-100620 Husked or 
brown rice and HS-100630 semi-milled or wholly milled rice.

19 
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521212 Woven fabrics of cotton, containing predominantly, but < 85% cotton by weight with 
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The biggest increase in CAGR for UK’s imports from the world and from Pakistan was for HS-521212 Woven 
fabrics of cotton, containing predominantly, but < 85% cotton by weight with a CAGR increase of 78.3% in UK’s 
imports from the world and a CAGR increase of 106.2% in terms of UK’s imports from Pakistan.

Out of the top 20 imports of UK from Pakistan, eight of the items witnessed an increase in CAGR in the UK’s 
imports from the world while the remaining 12 items showed a decrease in global import CAGR
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For Pakistan, Brexit will mean having to deal with two separate markets, EU and the UK instead of one single 
market which is currently the EU. UK has indicated that their own tariffs will be equal to or lower than the 
existing EU tariffs (including tariff elimination on GSP+ eligible items). However, there has been no indication 
from the UK government regarding Non-Tariff Barriers (NTBs) as to whether they will be the same or will be 
different from the EU.

It is expected that UK’s GDP per capita and volatility of the pound sterling will be a major determinant in 
imports of the UK from Pakistan.

The majority of the UK’s tariffs are lower than or equal to the existing EU tariffs so any increase in tariffs is not 
expected.

It is reasonable to assume that Pakistan’s exports will exhibit no significant change post-Brexit due to its small 
share in the UK’s imports, a limited export basket and the UK’s efforts to keep tariffs at the same level as the EU.

This report uses the Export Products Dynamics (EPD) Matrix as an analysis tool to view which items imported 
from Pakistan are high in UK’s imports from the world.

The Export Product Dynamics (EPD) Matrix is a framework similar to a BCG matrix. While in the BCG Matrix 
quadrants are defined as Dogs, Questions Marks, Cash Cows and Stars, in the EPD Matrix the quadrants are 
labelled as Lost Opportunity, Rising Star, Retreat and Falling Star.

A Lost Opportunity is when items have a large share among world imports but the exporting country is not 
exporting those items in large amounts.

A Rising Star is when certain items have a large share among the world’s imports and the exporting country also 
exports those items in sizeable amounts.
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Retreat is when items have a lower share among world’s imports and the exporting country also exports those 
items in smaller quantities.

Falling Star is when items have a low share among world imports and the exporting country exports those items 
in large quantities.

The ideal market position for a country is to have the highest share of exports as ‘Rising Stars’, indicating that 
the country is gaining market share in fast-growing products. ‘Lost Opportunity’, a low market share is the least 
desirable.

Items which are high in demand among UK’s imports but have a low share in  imports from Pakistan are labelled 
Lost Opportunities and there is thus a need for Pakistan to boost UK demand for imports from Pakistan and 
every effort should be made to increase demand  by moving them to the Rising Stars category by branding, 
marketing and more trade fairs featuring such products.

The UK GSP will continue to provide trade preferences to the same countries as the EU’s GSP program.

There will be 3 frameworks: 

•	 	Least developed countries framework (LDCF)

•	 	General framework

•	 	Enhanced framework

These frameworks will replicate the same market access as the EU’s GSP. The Enhanced Framework will 
closely replicate the EU’s GSP+ tier, which requires that countries have ratified and effectively implemented 
27 conventions on human and labor rights, good governance and the environment.
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To ease the transition, the rules of origin in the UK’s preferences scheme will remain the same as under the EU 
GSP. Specifically, the list of products and working or processing operation which confer originating status will 
be the same in the UK’s preference scheme as under the EU’s GSP scheme.

In the event of no deal, for up to 12 months after Brexit, GSP exporters will be allowed to use the REX statement 
of origin as proof that goods originate from a GSP country. The statement of origin must hold the valid REX 
registration number of the exporter and be dated no later than 12 months after the date the UK leaves the EU. 
During and after this period the UK GSP scheme will use FORM A as proof of origin.

In most cases, there will be little or no change for products arriving from non-EU countries immediately after 
Brexit.

There is no signal from the UK government if non-tariff barriers (NTB) will be the same as those of the EU or 
if Britain will develop new NTBs which Pakistan and other country exporters will have to comply with. In case 
the UK does not agree on standards common with the EU, Pakistan will need to comply with both EU and 
UK standards to ensure eligible exports to both markets. In case both countries agree to similar standards, or 
the UK develops minimum standards as compared to the EU, Pakistan will be able to meet UK’s standards by 
simply meeting EU standards.

To look at the possibility of the UK’s imports from Pakistan increasing post-Brexit, past instances are examined 
where UK’s GDP growth slowed down or was in negative and whether it had any impact on imports from 
Pakistan.

The analysis reveals that there is a ‘lag effect’ of one year when it comes to UK’s GDP growth rate and its 
effect on imports from Pakistan; meaning that when the UK’s GDP growth rate declined, imports from Pakistan 
witnessed a decrease (or a slowdown in increase in some instances) in the next year.

For example, when in 2004, UK’s GDP growth rate was 2.4% down from 3.3% in 2003, UK’s imports from 
Pakistan increased to USD 1,130.8 Mn in 2004, up from USD 931.8 Mn in 2003 but decreased to USD 893.1 
Mn in 2005 indicating a lag effect of one year.
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but decreased to USD 893.1 Mn in 2005 indicating a lag effect of one year. 

Similarly, when the UK’s GDP growth rate declined from 1.9% in 2017 to 1.3% in 2018, 

imports from Pakistan increased from USD 1,6348.8 Mn in 2017 to USD 1,719.6 Mn in 2018, 

however its effect was felt in 2019 when UK’s imports from Pakistan tapered off to USD 

1,721.9 Mn. 

This would mean there is a chance that any after-shocks felt in the UK’s imports from 

Pakistan due to Brexit may be felt one year after Brexit.  

In addition to exploring the lag effect based on historical data, two quantitative models are 

used in modeling the scenarios for UK imports from Pakistan. 
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Similarly, when the UK’s GDP growth rate declined from 1.9% in 2017 to 1.3% in 2018, imports from Pakistan 
increased from USD 1,6348.8 Mn in 2017 to USD 1,719.6 Mn in 2018, however its effect was felt in 2019 
when UK’s imports from Pakistan tapered off to USD 1,721.9 Mn.

This would mean there is a chance that any after-shocks felt in the UK’s imports from Pakistan due to Brexit 
may be felt one year after Brexit. 

In addition to exploring the lag effect based on historical data, two quantitative models are used in modeling 
the scenarios for UK imports from Pakistan.

The first scenario considers the economists’ assumption that imports in the UK will decrease in the range from 
-10.7% to -27.9% and that Pakistan’s market share will remain at the historical average 0.25%.

Current UK 
imports 2019 
(USD Mn)

692,580.1

2020 2021

Scenarios: Lowest 
expected 
decrease

(i.e. 

-10.7%)

Highest 
expected 

decrease (i.e.

-27.9%)

Median 
expected 

decrease (i.e.

-17.5%)

Lowest 
expected 

increase (i.e.

19.7%)

Highest 
expected 

decrease (i.e.

-3.8%)

Median 
expected 

decrease (i.e.

-7.3%)

Estimated UK 
imports from 
world (USD Mn)

618,474.0 499,350.2 571,378.6 740,313.4 480,374.9 613,089.2 

Estimated UK 
imports from 
PK (USD Mn)

1,546.2 1,248.4 1,428.4 1,850.8 1,200.9 1,532.7 

Scenario 2 involves calculation of imports from Pakistan forecasted using machine learning modeling: This 
model takes into account parameters that may affect the British economy and subsequently imports into the 
country, such as national income, purchasing power parity, foreign direct investment, consumption expenditure 
and exchange rate. This model allows for tweaking of these parameters to estimate the impact on UK imports 
from Pakistan.

 The modeled equation 

UK’S imports from Pakistan = (3,775.62 x Gross National Income per capita) + 

(0.00151 x Gross Domestic Product at 2010 exchange rate) -  

(0.00180 x Household consumption expenditure at 2010 exchange rate) – 

(2,445,447,860.00 x Purchasing Power Parity) –  

(1,261,890.43 x real effective exchange rate at 2010 index=100) +  

(19,338,036.20 x consumer price index)

allows for the tweaking of its components to assess UK’s future imports from Pakistan.
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The model provides an estimation of the impact on imports of UK from Pakistan.

For 2020 For 2021

Expected GNI growth -12.40% 6.50%

Expected GDP growth -12.40% 6.50%

Expected household final consumption growth -13.90% 8.70%

Expected exchange rate 97.83 100.34

Expected CPI increase 0.30% 1.70%

Expected UK imports from Pakistan 2020 (USD Mn)                     1,578.19 

Expected UK imports from Pakistan 2021 (USD Mn)                     1,694.95 

The model, employed by using machine learning algorithm (multiple linear regression), has its own set of 
assumptions and limitations and is not tested for robustness. It should not be taken as a definitive answer since 
it is not tested for assumptions. However, it gives a good approximate idea of the estimate of impact on UK’s 
imports from Pakistan. Backtesting the model on its own historical data gives an accuracy within the range of 
±USD 150Mn.

Brexit will occur at the end of 2020. To date, negotiations 
between the UK and the EU have not made much 
progress. Out of the two scenarios, a hard Brexit or a 
soft Brexit, a hard Brexit is more likely on the horizon. 

In case of a hard Brexit, items from UK will face tariffs on exports to the EU. UK is attempting to negotiate 
trade agreements with various countries, including USA and EU, to counter this. For Pakistan, this means 
items imported by the UK, for further export to the EU, may be impacted in addition to items imported for 
UK’s internal consumption. However, the more likely impact would be due to changes to UK’s income and 
purchasing power as the majority of the type of items imported by UK from Pakistan and its competitors, e.g. 
textiles and rice, are for internal consumption. This report identifies which items are Rising Stars, Falling Stars, 
Lost Opportunity and Retreat within the EPD matrix framework. The report also provides a quantitative model 
to estimate the likely impact of Brexit on imports from Pakistan based on impacts to the British economy. In 
case of changes in UK’s income and purchasing power, overall imports from Pakistan may be around USD 1.6 
Bn and USD 1.7 Bn for the years 2020 and 2021. These estimates are modeled based on a machine learning 
model using multiple linear regression.

Pakistan’s textile sector needs to penetrate 
aggressively in the global synthetic products market 
which has long surpassed that of cotton. Apparel 
made from man-made fibers are popular in the UK 
due to their low cost and wrinkle-resistance.

The government (upon recommendation from the Ministry of Textiles) exempted customs duty on the import 
of a number of synthetic fibers (acrylic, viscose and nylon), which are not produced locally.

However, for other (and probably more commonly used) fibers like polyester, the government has kept the 
customs duty at 6.0% to 7.0% as part of the protection offered to local manufacturers. Customs duty on raw 
materials such as polyester may be eliminated. The HS codes of such raw materials have been identified in the 
Recommendations section of this report. In addition, a tax holiday of 5 years may be provided to manufacturers 
of high-thread count garments to establish the fledgling industry in Pakistan.

Customs duty on raw materials such as polyester may 
be eliminated. The HS codes of such raw materials 
have been identified in the Recommendations section 
of this report.

Pakistan’s textile sector needs to penetrate 
aggressively in the global synthetic products 
market which has long surpassed that of cotton.
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After the finalization of Brexit at the start of 2021, analysts expect the GDP of UK to take a hit in the range of 
-1.2% to -4.5%. However, the UK is moving at a fast pace to set up its own trade deals. While no progress has 
been made so far, any deal agreed by the end of the year is likely to be a basic trade agreement, likely requiring 
more years of bilateral negotiations to sort out other aspects of the relationship. Our analysis shows that it 
is not expected that UK’s imports from Pakistan may change substantially due to Pakistan’s relatively small 
market share among UK’s imports (0.2%). There is an opportunity to increase market share among identified 
items in the EPD matrix. However, the success of this will depend on the negotiations of Pakistani businesses 
with UK buyers and trade fairs promoting the identified items.
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1. Introduction

 
The term “Brexit” refers to the withdrawal of the United Kingdom (UK) from the European Union (EU). Since 
joining the European Community (EC) in 1973, some sections within the UK felt the UK’s national interests had 
been subordinated to that of the collective group of European nations. This trail of thinking found important 
support as the EU – successor to the EC, opened up membership to Eastern European countries in 2004 
leading to large populations of Eastern Europeans and EU citizens from other poorer members starting to move 
to work in the UK. 

Though the UK was a part of the EU, both the EU and the UK at times appeared to follow different economic 
models. As an example, as a collective, the EU is a net exporter of food, while the UK is a net importer. The UK 
produces about 50% of the food that it consumes, yet most EU agricultural policy has been aimed at curtailing 
production of food to limit the EU’s excess production.

This fact alone means that in trade negotiations the importance of agricultural protection for “domestic” 
producers differs dramatically between say, France and the UK. The UK’s interest lies in being able to purchase 
food from abroad at the best possible price, irrespective of whether it comes from the EU or not. In contrast, 
many EU countries see their national interest in protecting domestic producers from more efficient and lower 
cost global producers at the expense of the European consumers.

The importance of manufacturing exports to the German economy is much greater than it is to the UK. 
Conversely, the UK’s largest exports are in the services sector, this made it unique among the major economies 
of the EU. It is hoped by many in the UK that the where the UK’s national interests diverge from the collective 
interest of the EU, the UK’s departure from the EU should provide the opportunity for a more bespoke and 
therefore potentially more favorable trade regime.

Quite apart from the differing trade priorities, membership of the EU has impacted the pattern of UK trade 
further through the indirect impact of the development of the Eurozone. The consequence of an economically 
diverse group of European countries sharing a common currency has seen a growing misalignment of exchange 
rates between some of the UK’s largest or potentially largest trading partners. 

The Southern European countries have in general suffered from structurally high levels of unemployment 
and stagnant growth at least in part as a consequence of sharing an exchange rate with the more dynamic 
northern states. The lack of economic growth in Italy, Spain, Greece and Portugal has dampened their demand 
for imports.

Conversely, the Northern countries, in particular Germany, have benefited from undervalued exchange rates. 
They have broadly speaking enjoyed high levels of employment and income growth driven by their export 
success. This income growth has not translated into import demand in the same quantity and their current 
account surpluses have therefore ballooned to large proportions. 

Due to the dissatisfaction of the UK over these and other reasons, in 2015, the UK Parliament initiated 
legislation for a Brexit Referendum in accordance with the European Union Referendum Act and election 
manifesto of the British Conservative Party. On 23rd June 2016, David Cameron the prime minister of UK at 
the time, held a referendum giving the choice to the people of either UK remaining in, or exiting from the EU. 
The referendum resulted in 51.9% of the votes cast being in favor of leaving the EU. While David Cameron 
himself supported continued membership, following the success of the Leave Vote, he resigned to make way 
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for a new Prime Minister and was succeeded by Theresa May. On 7th July 2016, The European Commission 
nominated French politician Michel Barnier as European Chief Negotiator for the United Kingdom Exiting the 
European Union. On 7th December, The House of Commons in London voted 461 to 89 in favor of Theresa 
May’s plan to trigger Article 50 by the end of March 2017.

In January 2017, former British Prime Minister, Theresa May announced a 12-point plan of negotiation 
objectives and discontinuation of the UK’s membership in the European Single Market. The ultimate goal of 
the twelve-point strategy was a new, positive and constructive partnership between UK and EU. And while the 
UK government hoped for an orderly withdrawal from the EU “on its own terms” the EU made it clear that it 
wished to perform the negotiations in two phases: first the UK would agree to a financial commitment and to 
lifelong benefits for EU citizens in Britain, and then negotiations on a future relationship could begin. In the first 
phase, the member states demanded that the UK pay a “divorce bill”, initially estimated at USD 67.8 Bn. The 
EU also stated that it wanted judicial cooperation in civil, commercial and criminal matters and administrative 
and law enforcement cooperation procedures. The EU also wanted agreement on other objectives such as, 
the protection of EU interests in the UK, a dispute settlement mechanism and a possible common approach 
towards third country partners.

In April 2017, Theresa May called a snap general election, which were held on 8 June, in an attempt to garner 
support in the negotiations; but the election resulted in a hung parliament, with the Conservatives losing their 
majority.

EU – UK negotiations started on 19 June 2017. Negotiating groups were established for resolving three issues; 
the rights of EU citizens living in Britain and vice versa; Britain’s outstanding financial obligations to the EU; 
and the border between Northern Ireland and the Republic of Ireland. In December 2017, a partial agreement 
was reached. It ensured that there would be no hard border in Ireland, protected the rights of UK citizens in 
EU and EU citizens in UK, and estimated the financial settlement to be USD 45.5–50.8 billion. The British 
prime minster stressed that “Nothing is agreed until everything is agreed”. Following this partial agreement, 
EU leaders agreed to move on to the second phase in the negotiations: discussion on a future relationship, a 
transition period and a possible trade deal.

In March 2018, a 21-month transition period and the terms for it were provisionally agreed. In June 2018, 
Irish Taoiseach Leo Varadkar said that there had been little progress on the Irish border question—on which 
the EU proposed a backstop, to come into effect if no overall trade deal had been reached by the end of the 
transition period. The Irish backstop (formally the Northern Ireland Protocol) was an appendix to a draft Brexit 
withdrawal agreement developed by the May government and the European Commission in December 2017 
and finalized in November 2018, that aimed to prevent an evident border (one with customs controls) between 
the Republic of Ireland and Northern Ireland after Brexit.

The backstop would have required keeping Northern Ireland in some aspects of the Single Market until an 
alternative arrangement was agreed between the EU and the UK. The proposal also provided for the UK as a 
whole to have a common customs territory with the EU until a solution were delivered to avoid the need for 
customs controls within the UK (between Northern Ireland and Great Britain). 

In July 2018, the UK government published the Chequers plan (which was a UK government white paper aimed 
at holding the UK in a close relationship with the EU, continued access to the EU single market, and no hard 
border between Northern Ireland and Republic of Ireland). The plan sought to keep UK access to the single 
market for goods, but not necessarily for services, while allowing for an independent trade policy. The proposal 
gained minimal support from Conservative politicians or leaders of EU member states. The plan caused cabinet 
resignations, including Brexit Secretary David Davis and Foreign Secretary Boris Johnson.
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On 14 November 2018, the UK government published The Brexit Withdrawal Agreement, officially titled 
Agreement on the withdrawal of the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland from the European 
Union and the European Atomic Energy Community. The agreement was endorsed by the leaders of the 
27 remaining EU countries and by the UK Government led by Prime Minister Theresa May. The Agreement 
however faced opposition in the UK parliament, whose approval was necessary for ratification. On 15 January 
2019, the House of Commons rejected the withdrawal agreement by a vote of 432 to 202. The Commons 
rejected the Agreement again on 12 March 2019, by a vote of 391 to 242, and finally rejected it a third time on 
29 March 2019 by 344 votes to 286.

After Theresa May’s failure to secure the backing of the British Parliament for her Brexit deal, she resigned as 
Prime Minister in May 2019, and was succeeded by Boris Johnson.  The new prime minister sought to replace 
parts of the agreement and vowed to leave the EU by the new deadline. On 17 October 2019, the British 
government and the EU agreed on a revised withdrawal agreement, with new arrangements for Northern 
Ireland. Parliament approved the agreement for further scrutiny, but rejected passing it into law before the 31 
October 2019 deadline, which forced the government to ask for a third Brexit delay. An early general election 
was then held on 12 December 2019. The Conservatives won a large majority in that election, with Johnson 
declaring that the UK would leave the EU in early 2020. The withdrawal agreement was ratified by the UK on 
23 January 2020 and by the EU on 30 January 2020; it came into force on 31 January 2020.

The withdrawal agreement covers the following major areas:

• Money – particularly the division of assets and liabilities, and payment of any debt outstanding
•	 	Citizens rights – both of UK citizens in EU countries and vice versa
•	 	Border arrangements and customs – particularly along the border between the UK and the Republic of 

Ireland
•	 	The law, and the mechanisms for resolving disputes – currently vested with the European Court of Justice.

The agreement also sets up a transition period, which ends on 31 December 2020 and can be extended once 
by mutual consent. During the transition period, EU law will continue to apply to the UK (including participation 
in the European Economic Area, the single market, and the customs union), and the UK will continue to pay 
into the EU budget, but the UK will not be represented in the decision-making bodies of the EU. The transition 
period will give businesses time to adjust to the new situation and time for the British and EU governments to 
negotiate a new trade deal between the EU and UK.

On the Irish border question, the Irish backstop was removed, and replaced by a new protocol on the border 
between Northern Ireland & the Republic of Ireland. Under this arrangement, the whole of the UK came out 
of the EU Customs Union as a single customs territory, with Northern Ireland included in any future UK trade 
deals. However, Northern Ireland will adopt the EU Single Market regulations on goods (including the EU VAT) 
in order to prevent a hard border and remain an entry point into the EU Customs Union. Governance will be 
through a Joint Committee with representatives of both the European Union and the British government. 
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Media reports suggest that negotiations are stuck, with neither the European Union (EU) nor the UK willing 
to make substantial concessions. The EU wants to safeguard the integrity of the single market. It is principally 
seeking level playing-field arrangements, it is concerned that the UK will undercut its environmental and labor 
standards and not abide by current state aid rules. It would also like access to UK coastal waters for fishing.

The UK, in the meanwhile, does not want arrangements that tie it into EU rules and regulations and seeks 
sovereign control of its waters. The UK government is also cautious about any arrangements that would involve 
monitoring by or involvement of the European Court of Justice.

While Pakistan’s market share in UK’s imports is miniscule (0.2%), imports from Pakistan may be affected if 
overall imports of UK fall as is expected by the British Government. The UK Treasury estimates a range of 
decreases in UK’s imports in the range from -10.7% to -27.9% for the year 2020. This report provides a model 
for any factors that may affect the UK’s imports from Pakistan.
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2. Literature Review

Brexit has sparked a great deal of academic interest since the UK voted to leave the EU. Researchers have 
tried to explain why Brexit has been a long time in coming (VoxEU.org, 2016) and the reasons for UK wanting 
separation. Analysts have estimated the impact on the overall British economy (HM Treasury, 2020) as well as 
impact on various industries such as the automobile industry (Deloitte , 2019), (KPMG, 2014), (THE SOCIETY 
OF MOTOR MANUFACTURERS AND TRADERS LIMITED, 2019), the pharmaceutical industry (Nawrat, 2020) 
and the agricultural sector because of the current high levels of trade between the EU and UK in in these 
industries / sectors. Several researchers have also tried to assess the impact of Brexit on specific countries 
such as the USA (Ries, et al., 2017) and India (IAS, 2020) due to the high volume of trade that these countries 
have with the UK.

Analysts have also provided scenario analyses for the UK’s economy should UK fail to achieve trade agreements 
with EU and USA (Ries, et al., 2017). The UK is seeking to reproduce the effects of existing EU agreements for 
when they no longer apply to the UK. Otherwise, UK will be heading for a hard Brexit where trade with other 
World Trade Organization (WTO) members will take place on WTO terms.

This report attempts to assess the impact of Brexit on UK’s trade with Pakistan. Where Pakistan initially used 
to deal with the single purchasing market known as the EU, it will now have to deal separately with the UK. 
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3. Methodology 

The report utilizes a hybrid of quantitative and qualitative methods to assess the impact of Brexit on the 
UK’s trade with Pakistan. The data sources used are from the International Trade Center (ITC) website Trade 
Map for trade data, secondary sources including existing research on likely impact on the British economy, 
news from British and European journalists and the British government’s estimates on its macroeconomic 
indicators. UN Comtrade data on UK’s imports from Pakistan was also extracted using UN Comtrade API 
(Application Programming Interface) via Python programming language. All available data on the said database 
was extracted via API, from 1992 to 2019 for use in a model built via machine learning. UN Comtrade did not 
have data prior to 1992 which has led to a limited number of observations, therefore the training data for the 
machine learning model may be affected.

The trade data taken from Trade Map was pivoted to transform into rows of annual observations for visualization 
and a database of 6-digit HS codes has been constructed from EU’s legislative documents, to identify which 
items are eligible for GSP+ tariff elimination criteria. The overall trade data taken from Trade Map contains all 
imports and exports to and from EU and Pakistan without a distinction between GSP+ and non-GSP+ items. 

This overall raw data is extracted from Trade Map and the inner join function of SQL is implemented on the raw 
data together with the aforementioned 6-digit database of GSP eligible HS codes. The inner join function gives 
the output of trade values for only GSP+ eligible HS codes. The diagram below explains the process.

FIGURE 1 Methodology for identification of GSP+ eligible imports from Pakistan

A union of GSP+ eligible and non-GSP+ eligible items was created in the SQL database, with clear attribute 
tags to identify which items are GSP+ eligible and which are not GSP+ eligible. This allowed greater clarity in 
visualizing how much of the UK’s imports from Pakistan are GSP+ eligible and what portion of imports are not 
GSP+ eligible.
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The report also makes use of Machine Learning models to assess the impact of various parameters on UK’s 
imports from Pakistan. Several World Development Indicators (WDI) were selected from the World Bank 
database and Multiple Linear Regression (MLR) was run on selected WDI parameters using Python and Sci-
Kit Learn library modules. By using UN Comtrade API with Python, all UK imports from Pakistan from 1992 
to 2019 were extracted and several multiple linear regression attempts were run on various WDI variables 
to find a suitable model that would estimate the likely impact on the UK’s imports from Pakistan given the 
likely impact of Brexit on UK’s economy. Back testing the computed model on its own historical data gives 
an accuracy within the range of ±USD 150 Mn. The model has several limitations due to the low number of 
observations and is not tested for assumptions and robustness of the equation. However, it may be used to 
provide a rough estimate of the impact of Brexit on imports from Pakistan. 
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4. UK and EU Trade

The UK maintains a negative trade balance with the EU. Exports to the EU totaled USD 215.3 Bn in 2019 while 
imports from the EU were worth USD 348.1 Bn in the same period.

FIGURE 2 UK Trade with EU 2014-19

Since 1973, after joining the EU, the UK’s pattern of trade has been largely influenced by three factors:

• It’s membership of the EU, with the development of its internal market and its relatively protectionist stance 
towards trade outside the EU

•	 	The rise of Asia generally, and China in particular, as the manufacturing center of the world economy, and
•	 	The decline of North Sea oil production that has turned the UK from a net energy exporter to a net importer.

A dysfunctional Eurozone has not provided a good external economic environment for UK exporters. While 
global imports grew USD 5.25 trillion between 2008 and 2018, imports of Eurozone countries grew by just 
USD 468.0 Bn accounting for a mere 9.0% of global growth, with the broader EU (excluding the UK) accounting 
for about 11.0%. In other words, 90% or so of the growth in the potential UK export market took place outside 
the EU. The second major global trend shaping the UK’s trade environment has been the economic rise of Asia 
generally and China in particular. In 1999, prior to China’s accession to the WTO, China accounted for just 0.8% 
of UK exports and 1.6% of UK imports. The rapid rise of a mercantilist China as a global trading power means 
that China now accounts for about 7.0% of UK imports and 3.5% of UK exports. Asia in total accounts for about 
20.0% of UK trade (Paterson, 2020).
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Eurozone countries grew by just USD 468.0 Bn accounting for a mere 9.0% of global growth, 
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While the UK’s future economic relationship with China is intrinsically linked with security and geopolitical 
issues, the rest of Asia offers a tremendous trading opportunity, particularly if the newly industrialized and 
emerging Asian countries begin to diversify away from China and abandon their neo-mercantilist approach to 
trade. In contrast to the 9.0% share in global import growth of the Eurozone in the decade through to 2018, 
East Asia and the Pacific has accounted for 50.0% of the total growth, split roughly 50:50 between China and 
the rest. The UK’s trade pattern has been heavily impacted by the reduction in North Sea oil production which 
has turned the UK from a net exporter of oil and petroleum products to a net importer. Having spent most of 
the period from 1980 onwards as a net exporter of energy, the UK turned a net importer in 2004. Since then, 
energy dependence has risen and imports now account for about one-third of primary energy supply.

This resulted in an energy trade deficit of USD 24.3 Bn in 2017 or about 0.7% of GDP. The UK is a relatively 
efficient user of energy (2.8 tons of Oil Equivalent per capita versus the US at 6.8 tons, for example) and 
therefore security of supply will have to come from diversification of source, geopolitical considerations and 
in the medium term an increasing proportion of domestically sourced renewable energy. In the UK there is 
a confluence of interest between the green agenda, national security concerns, and trade & industrial policy 
when it comes to energy policy. The UK has been a perennial current account deficit country running a deficit 
in every year since 1985 despite being an energy net exporter through till 2004. The trade balance in goods 
and services has been positive in just 18 out of the last 62 years and most of those years were pre-1985. The 
UK recorded a very modest trade surplus in the three-year period 1995-1997 (Paterson, 2020).

There is overwhelming or near-unanimous agreement among economists that leaving the European Union will 
adversely affect the British economy in the medium- and long-term (Latorre, Olekseyuk, & Robinson, 2019). 
Surveys of economists in 2016 showed overwhelming agreement that Brexit would likely reduce the UK’s 
real per-capita income level (igmchicago.org, 2016) (Sodha, Helm, & Inman, 2016). 2019 and 2017 surveys 
of existing academic research found that the credible estimates ranged between GDP losses of 1.2–4.5% for 
the UK (Latorre, Olekseyuk, & Robinson, 2019), and a cost of between 1–10% of the UK’s income per capita 
(Sampson, 2017). These estimates differ depending on whether the UK gets a Hard or a Soft Brexit.

Losing EU membership could make the UK economically worse off in any likely scenario. Any deal agreed by 
the end of the year is likely to be a basic trade agreement requiring more years of bilateral negotiations to sort 
out other aspects of the relationship.

The decline in the UK trade position in goods has more to do with the increased imports of goods as a 
percentage of GDP, than a decline in goods exports. 

UK trade with the rest of the world has oscillated between surplus and deficit regularly in a cyclical fashion with 
the current position being a sizable but not outrageous surplus. In contrast, the UK has run consistent, very 
sizable and growing deficits with the EU. These have grown dramatically since the turn of the century.

In 2018, for example, the UK ran a goods deficit with the EU of USD 119.0 Bn (4.5% of GDP). This was 
modestly reduced by a services surplus of USD 35.5 Bn giving an overall trade deficit with the EU of USD 83.8 
Bn. In contrast, the UK ran a trade surplus with the rest of the world of USD 36.8 Bn leaving an overall deficit 
of USD 46.9 Bn (Paterson, 2020).
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4.1 Product Analysis

Top UK exports to the EU, from 2014 to 2019, have been petroleum products, aeroplane parts, medicaments, 
vehicles and electronics. Figure 3 shows the top 20 UK exports to the EU along with their respective HS codes 
and product descriptions.

FIGURE 3 Top 20 UK exports to EU from 2014-19

The UK’s top imports from the EU, from 2014-2019, have been vehicle parts, medicaments, cellphones and 
electronics. Figure 4 shows the top UK imports from the EU along with their HS codes and product descriptions.

FIGURE 4 Top 20 UK imports from EU from 2014-19

The UK withdrew from the European Union on 31 January 2020 and is now in a transition period until the end 
of 2020.

During this period the UK will remain part of the single market and continue to abide by EU rules. However, it 
is no longer part of the political institutions e.g. it has no representation in the European Parliament.
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5. A Hard Brexit vs A Soft Brexit

There are currently two options for UK to deal with its relationship with the EU post Brexit. Either strike a new 
trade deal (soft Brexit) or to exit without a trade deal (hard Brexit).

5.1 Soft Brexit

Agreement on a trade deal will mean UK’s goods and services will have free access to European markets but it 
will mean the UK will leave the regulations enacted by the EU and end the overall jurisdiction of the European 
Court of Justice.

A soft Brexit will mean no tariffs for goods exported from UK to EU, meaning items which are imported by UK 
from Pakistan for further export to the EU, will likely not face any fluctuation in demand.

5.2 Hard Brexit

If no trade deal is agreed, the UK goods and services will face tariffs on exports to the EU. Free movement of 
people will end and businesses trading with the EU will have to follow new rules. Tariffs applied will be at WTO 
rates.

A hard Brexit will mean that items imported by the UK from Pakistan for further export to the EU, may face 
some decrease in demand as the UK will face tariffs when exporting to the EU.
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6. Impact on UK Economy

Regardless of either option, the impact on the UK’s economy has already started. In 2019, the UK sank to the 
bottom of the G7 growth table, major companies like Nissan and Dyson moved their operations out of Britain 
and the British Pound sterling dropped by 14.0%.

Currently EU members are the major trade partners of the UK, along with the USA and China.

FIGURE 5 List of importing markets for all products exported by UK in 2019

According to a study conducted by the University of Cambridge economists, under a “hard Brexit” whereby 
the UK reverts to WTO rules, one-third of the UK exports to the EU would be tariff-free, one-quarter would 
face high trade barriers and the balance exports risk tariffs in the range of 1–10%. In addition, 2018 and 2017 
reviews of existing academic research found that credible estimates range between GDP losses of 1.2–4.5% 
for the UK, and a cost of between 1–10% of the UK’s income per capita. According to most economists, EU 
membership has a strong positive effect on trade and as a result the UK’s trade would be worse off if it leaves 
the EU (Zaidi, et al., 2017). 

Economists expect that Brexit might have notable immediate and longer-term effects on the economies of the 
UK and at least some of the 27 other EU member states. In particular, there is a broad consensus among the 
economists and in economic literature that Brexit might likely reduce the UK’s economic growth in the medium 
and long term, and that the Brexit referendum itself might damage the economy. Studies on effects since the 
referendum is also indicating a negative momentum in GDP, trade and investment, as well as household income 
losses from increased inflation (Hossain, 2019).

It is unclear how changes in trade and foreign investment might interact with immigration, but these changes are 
likely to be important for the global economy. Further, with Brexit, the EU could lose its status as the financial 
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capital of the world. From 2020, the UK would no longer be a shareholder in the European Investment Bank, 
in which only EU members can participate. All the remaining EU members (as well as Switzerland, Norway and 
Iceland) might also likely experience adverse effects (albeit smaller effects than the UK), in particular Ireland, 
the Netherlands and Belgium (VoxEU.org, 2016).

Both the UK and the EU have declared their intent to have a positive partnership, but if discussions over the 
divorce arrangements and future accord are negotiated consecutively rather than concurrently, it could lead 
to the two parties being unable to reach mutually advantageous accommodations. This is likely to present a 
number of political and economic challenges for both sides, but especially for the UK.

Brexit will weaken the EU economically and politically. The UK was a major net budget contributor to the EU, 
a key military force and one of the bloc’s two nuclear powers (the one is France) and a permanent UN security 
council member.

As mentioned before, media reports suggest that negotiations are stuck, with neither the European Union 
(EU) nor the UK willing to make substantial concessions. The EU wants to safeguard the integrity of the single 
market. It is principally seeking level playing-field arrangements, concerned that the UK will undercut its 
environmental and labor standards and not abide by current state aid rules. It would also like access to UK 
coastal waters for fishing.

The UK, in the meanwhile, does not want arrangements that tie it into EU rules and regulations and seeks 
sovereign control of its waters. The UK government is also cautious about any arrangements that would involve 
monitoring by or involvement of the European Court of Justice, a concern of the ‘Vote Leave’ campaign.

There is concern about the future of tariff-free trade in goods and services. The EU accounts for a majority of 
the UK’s services exports—and there are concerns in the UK as to whether there will be changes in regulations 
or quotas. Both are often more substantial hurdles to trade than tariffs.

Analysis by RAND Europe and the RAND Corporation shows that losing EU membership would make the UK 
economically worse off in any likely scenario. This economic loss cannot be overcome by trading more with 
other parts of the world, one of the arguments used for leaving the EU (Van Stolk & Hafner, 2020).

In the absence of a deal by the year’s end, it is likely that tariffs will be placed on EU-UK trade after the transition 
period with ‘more’ complicated border clearance procedures between the EU and the UK and also in the Irish 
Sea, given that Northern Ireland will remain in the Single Market as agreed in the Withdrawal Agreement.

A deal for tariff-free trade is clearly in the interests of both parties and despite the current stalemate, a deal is 
still the most likely outcome. EU negotiators have recently shown some flexibility around what they are seeking 
in terms of fishing access to UK waters, and the UK may be willing to accept that in case it diverges from EU 
standards the EU could reimpose some tariffs on the products concerned. The sides may not be as far from 
each other as appears in the media.

However, the decision to make a deal could come down to the wire. The UK government’s decision to rule out 
an extension of the transition period reduces any flexibility that negotiators may have had. It is likely that the 
UK wants to end a divisive period brought on by the referendum and reduce the uncertainty to businesses and 
society caused by Brexit.

Some sectors are likely to face major upheavals since the UK is very strongly integrated into the EU value 
chains and vice versa. These include agriculture, pharma and autos among others.
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6.1 Agriculture

The EU has always had a somewhat protectionist stance towards agriculture, imposing high tariffs and non-
tariff barriers on imports of items grown in the EU. Agrifood trade between EU and the UK amounted to USD 
49.2 Bn in 2019. The outcome of the trade agreement between EU and UK will determine what becomes 
of the agriculture sector. Failure to negotiate a deal could disrupt supply chains due to tariffs and regulatory 
divergence. Both European Food Standards Authority (EFSA) and UK Foods Standards Agency (FSA) would like 
to keep a high degree of cooperation on sanitary and phytosanitary measures and technical standards. Farmers 
would also like to ensure no tariffs, no fees or charges, and no quotas are implemented and a level playing 
field between the EU and the UK, as proposed in the EU draft agreement, is maintained to guarantee fair 
competition between EU operators and their UK counterparts. There is potential for divergence in regulations 
and standards in the UK and the EU over the longer term. Divergence could have significant impacts on the 
industry.

The question of whether the UK will open its doors to GMOs after Brexit has become more pertinent. Concerns 
for a future relationship of the EU and UK agrifood sectors comes as the UK has given indications that imports 
of lower-standard American food was now on the table backtracking on the previous stance on this contentious 
issue. UK Prime Minister Boris Johnson is facing a backlash for this U-turn on a pledge to keep US chlorinated 
chicken out of British supermarkets under pressure from American negotiators in post-Brexit trade talks.

There is also the concern that contracts may need updating to manage some of the potential risks arising from 
Brexit or in response to Brexit-related restructuring. Areas of focus include: reviewing risk allocation between 
parties such as which counterparty bears the risk of border delays and tariff costs; definitions of key terms; 
changes to pricing structure or frequency of pricing reviews; and, changes to payment terms and contract 
enforcement.

6.2 Pharmaceuticals

Prior to finalization of Brexit, a poll among the UK’s pharmaceutical sector showed that the majority of players 
viewed Brexit as a negative for their industry.

FIGURE 6 Poll results regarding Brexit from British Pharma industry
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Results show a concern in the sector, with 35.0% of the 334 of the companies polled stating leaving the 
EU will be strongly negative for the pharma industry. However, the vote was not conclusive, with 20.0% of 
respondents stating they were strongly positive about the impact of Brexit on the pharma industry (Nawrat, 
2020). There is still significant uncertainty about how negotiations with the EU will progress and the impact 
these will have on pharma products.

Pharmaceutical industry is concerned over how trade of active pharmaceutical ingredients and pharma products 
will work in a post-Brexit scenario. Not only will the UK lose access to free movement of goods from the EU, 
people will also no longer have freedom of movement between EU countries and the UK which means there 
are additional concerns over access to talent.

Although the government is aiming for a points-based immigration system that will prioritize people with 
PhDs, their coming to the UK will require more paperwork and involve dealing with more bureaucracy, creating 
difficulties for companies and individuals.

The good news is that uncertainty about Brexit since 2016 does not seem to have deterred continued 
investment into the UK pharma industry. There has been a lot of talk, particularly during the UK’s December 
election campaigns, about the centrality of medicines and the NHS to a potential trade agreement between the 
UK and the US. The US will push for greater alignment between US and UK drug prices, and increased access 
to the NHS for US drug companies.

However, it is unclear if this is positive or negative for pharma. It might mean drug companies can ask for higher 
prices from the UK’s drug pricing regulator NICE (National Institute for Health and Clinical Excellence), but it 
could also mean NICE will be forced to distribute funds less widely than it does now, and so fewer drugs will 
be able to be reimbursed for NHS use. The latter situation would not be good for pharma, since it focuses on 
making profit through new, innovative products, not just on continued sales of existing products.

6.3 Automobile manufacturing

Should the UK leave the EU without a deal, the automotive sector appears to be vulnerable to disruption. 
This sector is faced with simultaneously navigating global structural changes whilst mitigating the impacts of 
Brexit – including supply chain friction, regulatory divergence, loss of access to talent and uncertain continuity 
of existing third country free trade agreements (FTAs). The most successful firms will be those in the sector 
sufficiently agile to adapt to the changing environment and alive to the opportunities these changes present.

The automotive industry is a vital part of the UK’s economy, it generates about 12.0% of exports and has a 
turnover of USD 106.6 Bn. The industry indirectly employs over 800,000 people across the UK (THE SOCIETY 
OF MOTOR MANUFACTURERS AND TRADERS LIMITED, 2019). The industry anticipates supply chain 
disruptions which the UK is working to mitigate through free trade agreements. In the event of a no-deal 
Brexit, the EU will treat UK exports the same as those from third countries under its Most Favored Nation 
(MFN) obligations as defined by the EU’s World Trade Organization (WTO) commitments. With 53.0% of UK 
assembled cars and 69.0% of British built auto components exported to the EU, a 10.0% tariff on exports is 
projected to cost USD 2.3 Bn (Deloitte , 2019).

The UK government has published its draft of temporary Tariff Schedule that would apply for a period of 12 
months in a no-deal scenario. Although the UK’s temporary tariff schedule has set the rate applied to most car 
parts at 0%, which would help to ease the additional tariff costs arising in the supply chain, imports into the EU 
would be subject to third country rates. With partly finished goods crossing the UK-EU border multiple times, 
the UK’s temporary tariff is only a partial solution. Tariffs will also apply to finished goods moving between the 
UK and EU.
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In addition to tariffs, companies and their suppliers will also need to contend with additional customs 
procedures including customs declarations, which could put further strain on customs and compliance teams. 
Although large participants experienced in trading outside the EU may swiftly adapt to this challenge, smaller 
firms in their supply chain may not currently have the ability to do so. The sector is heavily reliant on just-in 
-time delivery. The impact of border delays will add friction to currently seamless flows, and many component 
suppliers could face extremely high penalties for failure to deliver on a timely basis.

The automotive industry is heavily reliant on skilled workers in specialist areas. Under a no deal, free movement 
of people will end once the UK leaves the EU. EU/EEA citizens resident in the UK before 31 October 2019 will 
retain their rights to settlement and access to services, but they will need to apply under the EU settlement 
scheme by 31 December 2020. EU/EEA citizens moving to the UK after 31 October 2019 will for a transitional 
period be able to move to the UK to live and work as they do now. But those wishing to stay beyond December 
2020 will either need to apply for European Temporary Leave to Remain by 31 December 2020 or leave the 
UK. The UK is expected to introduce a new immigration regime from January 2021 for all EU nationals arriving 
in the UK after this date. In addition to potential difficulties in recruiting sufficiently qualified employees from 
the EU/EEA, there could be difficulties in the UK developing its own talent. Currently, innovation in the UK 
automotive sector is boosted by significant EU funding – the industry has received approximately USD 4.5 
Bn in research grants to UK business and universities (KPMG, 2014). Whether the same level of funding for 
research and development (R&D) in the industry continues remains to be seen.
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7. UK’s Post Brexit Strategy: Potential   
 Trade Agreements

The UK is currently seeking potential agreements with several countries to ensure its trade levels remain 
healthy post-Brexit.

7.1 Withdrawal Agreement

Under this, a transition period of 11 months was finalized until December 2020 with the EU. However, it might 
get delayed until 2022 or 2023. During this period, the UK will continue to participate in the EU’s Customs 
Union and in the Single Market. The UK will apply EU law even if it is no longer a Member State and will also 
continue to abide by the international agreements of the EU.

The transition period makes sure that there are no sudden shocks but assures a degree of continuity and 
allows both parties to secure an orderly Brexit, minimizing disruption for the citizens, businesses, public 
administrations, as well as for international partners.

 The Withdrawal Agreement sets out how the UK is able to continue to be covered by EU-third country trade 
agreements until 31 December 2020.

Where EU trade agreements apply, UK and EU content will continue to count toward the rules of origin 
requirements in EU trade agreements until 31 December 2020.

7.2 Trade agreements from 1 January 2021

Unless there is an extension, after 31 December 2020, EU trade agreements will not apply to the UK. The UK 
is seeking to reproduce the effects of existing EU agreements for when they no longer apply to the UK.

This will ensure continuity of trading arrangements for UK businesses. Otherwise, trade with other World 
Trade Organization (WTO) members will take place on WTO terms when EU trade agreements cease to apply 
to the UK.
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8. Trade Agreement with Japan

The UK and Japan have signed a free trade agreement to ensure the continuity of free trade between the 
two nations. The UK-Japan Comprehensive Economic Partnership Agreement was agreed in principle by 
International Trade Secretary Liz Truss and Japan’s Foreign Minister Motegi Toshimitsu in a video call on 11 
September 2020. The deal is considered an important step towards joining the Comprehensive and Progressive 
Agreement for Trans-Pacific Partnership (CPTPP). It is expected to give UK businesses a gateway to the Asia-
Pacific region. UK businesses will benefit from tariff-free trade on 99.0% of exports to Japan. Government 
analysis shows that a deal with Japan will deliver a USD 1.9 Bn boost to the UK economy (gov.uk, 2020).

UK manufacturers, food and drink producers and the tech sector are all set to benefit from the measures in the 
UK-Japan deal. These include:

• Cutting-edge digital & data provisions that go far beyond the EU-Japan deal. These will enable free flow of 
data whilst maintaining high standards of protection for personal data.

• Improved market access for UK financial services – including greater transparency and streamlined 
application processes for UK firms seeking licenses to operate in Japan.

• Improved mobility for business people
• Measures to support UK car and rail manufacturing
• More generous market access for malt producers.

FIGURE 7 UK trade with Japan 2015-19
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Table-1 UK Top 20 imports from Japan (USD Mn)

HS Code Product Description 2017 2018 2019

‘710813 Gold, incl. gold plated with platinum, in semi-manufactured forms, for 
non-monetary purposes

1,606.9 511.0 1,765.2 

‘841191 Parts of turbojets or turbopropellers, n.e.s. 873.7 829.3 770.8 

‘870322 Motor cars and other motor vehicles principally designed for the 
transport of persons, incl. ...

282.1 517.1 637.1 

‘870323 Motor cars and other motor vehicles principally designed for the 
transport of persons, incl. ...

299.3 183.7 241.5 

‘870332 Motor cars and other motor vehicles principally designed for the 
transport of persons, incl. ...

563.9 315.0 136.2 

‘300490 Medicaments consisting of mixed or unmixed products for 
therapeutic or prophylactic purposes, ...

106.3 150.2 131.6 

‘848180 Appliances for pipes, boiler shells, tanks, vats or the like (excluding 
pressure-reducing valves, ...

26.4 36.7 30.7 

‘847130 Data-processing machines, automatic, portable, weighing <= 10 kg, 
consisting of at least a ...

31.8 37.6 29.5 

‘851762 Machines for the reception, conversion and transmission or 
regeneration of voice, images or ...

36.2 27.5 29.2 

‘870324 Motor cars and other motor vehicles principally designed for the 
transport of persons, incl. ...

47.0 21.8 28.7 

‘710691 Silver, incl. silver plated with gold or platinum, unwrought (excluding 
silver in powder form)

0.3 57.9 21.8 

‘880330 Parts of aeroplanes or helicopters, n.e.s. (excluding those for gliders) 9.0 13.9 15.3 

‘847330 Parts and accessories of automatic data-processing machines or for 
other machines of heading ...

8.4 7.9 7.4 

‘950450 Video game consoles and machines (excluding operated by any 
means of payment)

1.6 17.1 5.5 

‘950300 Tricycles, scooters, pedal cars and similar wheeled toys; dolls’ 
carriages; dolls; other toys; ...

5.3 5.6 5.5 

‘940360 Wooden furniture (excluding for offices, kitchens and bedrooms, and 
seats)

4.3 4.4 4.7 

‘271019 Medium oils and preparations, of petroleum or bituminous minerals, 
not containing biodiesel, ...

18.6 3.7 3.6 

‘851712 Telephones for cellular networks “mobile telephones” or for other 
wireless networks

0.1 6.7 0.7 

‘841112 Turbojets of a thrust > 25 kN 38.9 27.1 0.1 

‘270900 Petroleum oils and oils obtained from bituminous minerals, crude -   -   -   
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9. Trade Agreements that have been signed

Agreements with the following countries and trading blocs are expected to take effect when existing EU trade 
agreements no longer apply to the UK, from 1 January 2021.

Table-2 Countries and blocs with which trade agreements have been signed

CARIFORUM trade bloc Guatemala Nicaragua

Chile Honduras Norway

Colombia Iceland Pacific states

Costa Rica Israel Palestinian Authority

Eastern and Southern Africa (ESA) trade 
bloc

Jordan Panama

Ecuador Kosovo Peru

El Salvador Lebanon South Korea

Faroe Islands Leichtenstein Southern Africa Customs Union and 
Mozambique (SACUM) trade bloc

Georgia Morocco Switzerland 

Tunisia

(gov.uk, 2020)
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10. Trade Agreements still under discussion

The following agreements are still under discussion with countries where there are existing EU trade agreements 
in place.

If an agreement is not reached by 31 December 2020, trade with other WTO members will take place on WTO 
terms.

Table-3 Countries with which trade agreements are in discussion

Country or bloc Status of discussions

Albania (Western Balkans) Engagement ongoing

Algeria Engagement ongoing

Bosnia and Herzegovina (Western Balkans) Engagement ongoing

Cameroon (Central Africa) Engagement ongoing

Canada Engagement ongoing

Côte d’Ivoire Engagement ongoing

East African Community (EAC) Engagement ongoing

Egypt Engagement ongoing

Ghana (Western Africa) Engagement ongoing

Mexico Engagement ongoing

Moldova Engagement ongoing

Montenegro (Western Balkans) Engagement ongoing

North Macedonia (Western Balkans) Engagement ongoing

Serbia (Western Balkans) Engagement ongoing

Singapore Engagement ongoing

Turkey Engagement ongoing

Ukraine Engagement ongoing

Vietnam Engagement ongoing
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11. Mutual Recognition Agreements

A mutual recognition agreement (MRA) is one in which countries recognize the results of one another’s 
conformity assessments.

A conformity assessment is a set of processes that confirm whether a product meets the specified legal 
requirements. This can include testing, inspection, and certification.

The UK has signed MRAs that replicate the effect of existing EU arrangements. These are expected to take 
effect from 1 January 2021. The withdrawal agreement allows for the EU’s arrangements to continue to apply 
to the UK until then.

The UK has signed MRAs with:

•	 	Australia
•	 	New Zealand
•	 	United States of America

11.1 MRA coverage in existing trade agreements

The UK’s trade agreement with Switzerland incorporates elements of the EU-Switzerland MRA.

The UK’s trade agreement with Israel covers conformity assessment of industrial products. This means that 
existing arrangements with Israel will continue after 31 December 2020.
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12. Overview of Pakistan’s Trade with EU

In 2019, the total EU imports from Pakistan amounted to USD 9.8 Bn.

FIGURE 8 Composition of EU countries importing from Pakistan

Imports from Pakistan to EU countries, excluding the UK, increased from USD 6.5 Bn in 2014 to USD 8.1 Bn 
in 2019. The top 15 members of the EU including the UK along with their respective import amounts from 
Pakistan are given in Table 4.
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Table-4 Table-4 Top 15 of EU-28 members importing from Pakistan (USD Mn)

Imports from Pakistan

EU member 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019

Germany 1,697.1 1,583.6 1,670.2 1,882.0 2,007.3 2,006.3

United Kingdom 1,788.4 1,675.4 1,574.7 1,634.8 1,719.6 1,722.1

Spain 847.8 864.9 922.0 1,047.5 1,102.6 1,085.6

France 935.1 823.4 863.2 973.1 1,035.5 1,023.0

Italy 739.9 641.3 663.0 711.1 772.9 827.1

Netherlands 461.1 561.1 614.6 714.8 795.1 833.4

Belgium 476.8 420.6 467.4 482.2 523.8 478.0

Poland 260.3 255.6 299.7 360.6 424.3 435.1

Czech Republic 117.2 119.8 144.5 188.7 192.9 215.1

Denmark 113.0 116.2 148.7 166.4 183.4 208.4

Sweden 150.1 138.1 148.5 162.8 148.5 153.2

Portugal 125.8 113.1 112.3 129.6 192.3 179.0

Austria 174.6 73.9 76.4 82.6 76.3 228.5

Greece 62.5 57.6 61.2 64.4 75.4 84.7

Slovakia 64.9 54.9 73.8 71.6 66.5 67.8
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13. Pakistan’s Trade with UK

If the UK leaves without a deal, the British government intends to put in place their own trade preference 
scheme for developing countries which will provide the same level of access to UK markets as the current EU 
Generalized Scheme of Preferences (GSP). The UK government’s intention is to provide Pakistan with the same 
duty free, quota free access it currently receives under the GSP+ tier of the EU’s preference scheme, known as 
the Enhanced Framework in the UK’s scheme.

The Enhanced Framework will closely replicate the EU’s GSP+ tier, which requires that countries have ratified 
and effectively implements 27 conventions on human and labor rights, good governance and the environment. 

To ease the transition, the rules of origin in the UK’s preferences scheme will remain the same as under the 
EU GSP. Specifically, the list of products and working or processing operation which confer originating status 
will be the same in the UK’s preference scheme as under the EU’s GSP scheme. In the event of no deal, for 
up to 12 months after exit GSP exporters will be allowed to use the REX statement of origin as proof that 
goods originate form a GSP country. The statement of origin must hold the valid REX registration number of 
the exporter and be dated no later than 12 months after the date the UK leaves the EU. During and after this 
period the UK GSP scheme will use FORM A as its proof of origin.

In most cases, there will be little or no change for products arriving from non-EU countries immediately after 
Brexit. However, some changes will be unavoidable, as the UK will no longer be party to various border control 
arrangements operating within the EU Single Market. Whether a business will be affected by these changes 
depends on several factors, including the country in which they are based, whether goods will transit via the 
EU, and the type of product being exported to the UK. The UK government has published an online tool for 
businesses to obtain information if they will be affected. The online tool is available at www.gov.uk/business-
uk-leaving-eu. Enquiries can also be submitted via the online form at: www.great.gov.uk/contact/triage/
location/.  

In case of a deal with the EU, the Withdrawal Agreement allows for the UK to remain part of the EU’s GSP 
scheme during the implementation period. In which case, all tariff reductions and administrative processes 
would remain unchanged during that period (Deputy High Commissioner UK Trade Director for Pakistan, 2019).

In 2019, UK imports from Pakistan amounted to USD 1.7 Bn accounting for 17.5% of total imports of the EU 
from Pakistan. Pakistan’s trade balance has remained positive with the UK for the past 20 years.
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FIGURE 9 UK trade with Pakistan 2012-19

The UK is Pakistan’s third largest export partner accounting for 7.1% share of Pakistan’s exports in 2019. In 
contrast, Pakistan is UK’s 49th largest import partner accounting for 0.2% share of all UK’s imports.

Imports of the UK from Pakistan spiked in 2014 at USD 1.8 Bn after tariff elimination due to Pakistan’s inclusion 
in the GSP+ category. There has been a decline in later years due to a slowdown in global trade. Activity picked 
up again from 2017 onwards, however there hasn’t been a significant increase in imports of UK from Pakistan 
from 2018 to 2019 due to uncertainty fueled partly by Brexit.

13.1 Contribution of GSP+ eligible items to imports of UK  
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FIGURE 10 Share of GSP+ eligible and non-GSP+ eligible imports of UK from Pakistan
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Total imports of the UK from Pakistan amounted to USD 1.7 Bn, in 2019, out of which USD 1.6 Bn fell in the 
category of GSP+ eligibility. The rest of the trade amounting to USD 129.4 Mn consisted of items which were 
not GSP+ eligible. 92.5% of total imports by UK from Pakistan were GSP+ eligible imports. 

Table-5 Percentage of imports that were GSP+ eligible

2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019

GSP+ eligible imports (USD M) from Pakistan 1,636.3 1,586.1 1,512.2 1,562.8 1,581.2 1,592.8 

non-GSP+ eligible imports (USD M) from Pakistan 152.1 89.2 62.5 71.9 138.4 129.4 

Total imports of UK from Pakistan (USD M) 1,788.4 1,675.4 1,574.7 1,634.8 1,719.6 1,722.1 

% of imports that were GSP+ eligible 91.5% 94.7% 96.0% 95.6% 92.0% 92.5%

Non-GSP+ eligible imports amounted to USD 129.4 Mn; majority of which included HS-100620 Husked or 
brown rice and HS-100630 semi-milled or wholly milled rice.

FIGURE 11 Composition of top non-GSP+ eligible items
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FIGURE 12 Average of top 20 imports of UK from world and Pakistan 2014-19
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Figure 12 average of top 20 imports of UK from world and Pakistan 214-19 

Pakistan has no significant contribution to the top 20 imports of UK from the world for the 

period 2014 to 2019. The highest market share achieved by Pakistan is 1.1% in HS-711319 

Articles of jewellery and parts thereof, of precious metal other than silver. UK’s imports of 

the same item from the world totaled USD 19.2 Bn from 2014 to 2019 while imports from 

Pakistan totaled only USD 35.6 Mn. 
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Pakistan has no significant contribution to the top 20 imports of UK from the world for the period 2014 
to 2019. The highest market share achieved by Pakistan is 1.1% in HS-711319 Articles of jewellery and parts 
thereof, of precious metal other than silver. UK’s imports of the same item from the world totaled USD 19.2 Bn 
from 2014 to 2019 while imports from Pakistan totaled only USD 35.6 Mn.

13.3 Growth Items

HS-580211 Terry toweling and similar woven terry fabrics, of cotton, unbleached exhibited the highest growth in 
UK’s imports from Pakistan with a CAGR of nearly 300% from 2014 to 2019. The growth in the UK’s imports 
from the world for the same item was 30.7%.

The biggest increase in CAGR for UK’s imports from the world and from Pakistan was for HS-521212 Woven 
fabrics of cotton, containing predominantly, but < 85% cotton by weight with a CAGR increase of 78.3% in UK’s 
imports from the world and a CAGR increase of 106.2% in terms of UK’s imports from Pakistan. The top 20 
highest CAGR items for UK’s imports from Pakistan are given in Figure 13 along with corresponding CAGR for 
UK’s imports from the world.

FIGURE 13 Highest CAGR items among UK imports from Pakistan and world 2014-19

Out of the top 20 imports of UK from Pakistan, eight of the items witnessed an increase in CAGR in the UK’s 
imports from the world while the remaining 12 items showed a decrease in global import CAGR as shown in 
Figure 14.
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FIGURE 14 CAGR of top 20 UK imports from Pakistan 2014-19
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14. Impact of Brexit on Imports from    
 Pakistan

For Pakistan, Brexit will mean having to deal with two separate markets, EU and the UK instead of one single 
market which is currently the EU. UK has indicated that their own tariffs will be equal to or lower than the 
existing EU tariffs (including tariff elimination on GSP+ eligible items). However, there has been no indication 
from the UK government regarding Non-Tariff Barriers (NTBs) as to whether they will be the same or will be 
different from the EU.

It is expected that UK’s GDP per capita and volatility of the pound sterling will be a major determinant in 
imports of the UK from Pakistan. 

The majority of the UK’s tariffs are lower than or equal to the existing EU tariffs so any increase in tariffs is not 
expected. It is reasonable to assume that Pakistan’s exports will exhibit no significant change post-Brexit due 
to its small share in the UK’s imports, a limited export basket and the UK’s efforts to keep tariffs at the same 
level as the EU.
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15. EPD matrix of Identified Items

The Export Product Dynamics (EPD) Matrix is an analysis tool that divides a country’s exports into 4 categories:

FIGURE 15 EPD matrix

(Esterhuizen, 2006)

The Export Product Dynamics (EPD) Matrix is a framework similar to a BCG1 matrix. It was originally developed 
by Ijaz Nabi and Manjula Luthria in their book titled Building Competitiveness Firms: Incentives and Capabilities. 
While in the BCG Matrix quadrants are defined as Dogs, Questions Marks, Cash Cows and Stars, in the EPD 
Matrix the quadrants are labelled as Lost Opportunity, Rising Star, Retreat and Falling Star. A Lost Opportunity 
is when items have a large share among world imports but the exporting country is not exporting those items 
in large amounts. A Rising Star is when certain items have a large share among the world’s imports and the 
exporting country also exports those items in sizeable amounts. Retreat is when items have a lower share 
among world’s imports and the exporting country also exports those items in smaller quantities. Falling Star 
is when items have a low share among world imports and the exporting country exports those items in large 
quantities.

 The ideal market position for a country is to have the highest share of exports as “Rising Stars”, indicating that 
the country is gaining market share in fast-growing products. “Lost Opportunity”, a low market share is the 
least desirable. “Falling Stars” are also undesirable, although less so than lost opportunity, since market shares 
are rising but not in high-demand products. Finally, “Retreat” may be undesirable, or it may be desirable if the 
move is away from stagnant products and towards growth in high-demand products (Nabi & Luthria, 2002). 

1 BCG matrix is a framework created by Boston Consulting Group to evaluate the strategic position of the business brand portfolio and its 
potential. It classifies business portfolio into four categories (Stars, cash cows, dogs, question marks) based on industry attractiveness (growth 
rate of that industry) and competitive position (relative market share)
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The framework has been replicated and used by various scholars in South Africa (D. Estherhuizen, 2006, 
Measuring And Analyzing Competitiveness In The Agribusiness Sector) and Indonesia (Yulhar & Darwanto, 
2019, Competitiveness of Indonesian Crude Coconut Oil Export in Destination Countries) (Prasetyani et al. 
2020, The Prospects and The Competitiveness of Textile Commodities and Indonesian Textile Product in the 
Global Market) for study of export performance of various sectors.

By taking UK’s imports from the world on the x-axis and the UK’s imports from Pakistan on the y-axis, the 
imports of different Pakistani products can be plotted and their performance can be viewed in relation to their 
demand in the UK. Consequently, items which are in the upper right quadrant are called Rising Stars. Items 
which are high in the UK’s imports from Pakistan but low among overall UK’s imports are Falling Stars. Items 
which are high in demand among UK’s imports but have a low share in  imports from Pakistan are labelled Lost 
Opportunities and there is thus a need for Pakistan to boost UK demand for imports from Pakistan and every 
effort should be made to increase demand  by moving them to the Rising Stars category by branding, marketing 
and more trade fairs featuring such products. Items which are low among the UK’s imports and low among 
Pakistan’s exports to UK are labelled Retreat. While trade fairs and promotional activities may push such items 
into the Falling Stars category, they will still not be able to move into the Rising Stars category due to low 
imports by the UK of the same items.

FIGURE 16 EPD matrix of UK imports from Pakistan

The Figure 16 above shows the EPD matrix for items which UK imports from Pakistan. Out of these identified 
items HS-620342 Men’s trousers of cotton and HS-611020 Jerseys, pullovers, cardigans of cotton are considered 
to be among the Rising Stars.

The full list of top items for each segment are given in the tables below.
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The Figure 16 above shows the EPD matrix for items which UK imports from Pakistan. Out of 
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cardigans of cotton are considered to be among the Rising Stars. 

The full list of top items for each segment are given in the tables below. 

15.1. Rising Star 

Items such as HS-620342 men’s trousers of cotton, HS-611020 jerseys, pullovers of cotton 

and HS-901890 surgical instruments are classified as Rising Stars due to relatively high 

imports of UK from Pakistan and high imports of the same item from the world by UK. 
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15.1 Rising Star

Items such as HS-620342 men’s trousers of cotton, HS-611020 jerseys, pullovers of cotton and HS-100620 husked 
or brown rice are classified as Rising Stars due to relatively high imports of UK from Pakistan and high imports 
of the same item from the world by UK.

Table-6 Rising Star items among UK imports from Pakistan

HS code Product label Average UK 
imports from 
Pakistan 2014-
19 (USD Mn)

Average UK 
imports from 
world 2014-19 
(USD Mn)

‘620342 Men’s or boys’ trousers, bib and brace overalls, breeches and shorts, of cotton 
(excluding ...

139.3 1,173.90

‘620462 Women’s or girls’ trousers, bib and brace overalls, breeches and shorts of 
cotton (excluding ...

78 1,162.40

‘630260 Toilet linen and kitchen linen, of terry towelling or similar terry fabrics of cotton 
(excluding ...

72.9 265.8

‘611020 Jerseys, pullovers, cardigans, waistcoats and similar articles, of cotton, knitted 
or crocheted ...

72.7 1,241.80

‘100620 Husked or brown rice 62 243.8

15.2 Falling Star

Table-7 Falling Star items among UK imports from Pakistan

HS Code Product label Average UK 
imports from 
Pakistan 2014-
19 (USD Mn)

Average UK 
imports from 
world 2014-19 
(USD Mn)

‘630222 Printed bedlinen of man-made fibres (excluding knitted or crocheted) 109.5 155.3

‘630231 Bedlinen of cotton (excluding printed, knitted or crocheted) 108 236

‘630232 Bedlinen of man-made fibres (excluding printed, knitted or crocheted) 93.5 152.7

‘630221 Printed bedlinen of cotton (excluding knitted or crocheted) 49.8 121.6

15.3 Lost Opportunity

Items such as HS-610510 men’s shirts of cotton, HS-901890 surgical instruments, HS-611595 hosieries are 
classified as Lost Opportunity due to low imports of UK from Pakistan.
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Table-8 Lost Opportunity items among UK imports from Pakistan

HS code Product label Average UK 
imports from 
Pakistan 2014-
19 (USD Mn)

Average UK 
imports from 
world 2014-19 
(USD Mn)

‘610510 Men’s or boys’ shirts of cotton, knitted or crocheted 39.4 433.8

‘610910 T-shirts, of cotton, knitted or crocheted 33 1,760.10

‘901890 Instruments and appliances used in medical, surgical or veterinary sciences, 
n.e.s.

29.5 1,928.50

‘611595 Full-length or knee-length stockings, socks and other hosiery 25.2 411.7

‘940490 Articles of bedding and similar furnishing 21.3 414.6

‘611030 Jerseys, pullovers, cardigans, waistcoats and similar articles, of man-made 
fibres, knitted ...

20.3 1,398.20

‘950699 Articles and equipment for sport and outdoor games n.e.s; swimming and 
paddling pools

16.9 285.5

‘620343 Men’s or boys’ trousers and shorts of synthetic fibres 15.2 421.6

‘610462 Women’s or girls’ trousers, bib and brace overalls, breeches and shorts of 
cotton, knitted ...

14.7 437.6

‘100630 Semi-milled or wholly milled rice, whether or not polished or glazed 13.4 246.4

‘610990 T-shirts of textile materials, knitted or crocheted 12.4 911.9

‘841112 Turbojets of a thrust > 25 kN 8.4 7,561.80

‘630790 Made-up articles of textile materials, incl. dress patterns, n.e.s. 7.4 369.2

‘711319 Articles of jewellery and parts thereof, of precious metal other than silver, 
whether or not ...

5.9 3,210.70

‘420292 Travelling-bags, insulated food or beverage bags, toilet bags, rucksacks, 
shopping-bags, map-cases, ...

5.8 761.6

‘640399 Footwear with outer soles of rubber, plastics or composition leather, with 
uppers of leather ...

5.1 1,659.60

‘620520 Men’s or boys’ shirts of cotton 4 705.3

‘610463 Women’s or girls’ trousers, bib and brace overalls, breeches and shorts of 
synthetic fibres, ...

3.9 330

‘620193 Men’s or boys’ anoraks, windcheaters, wind jackets and similar articles, of man-
made fibres ...

3.3 399.8

‘210390 Preparations for sauces and prepared sauces; mixed condiments and 
seasonings (excluding soya ...

3.3 638.8
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15.4. Retreat

Items such as HS-610520 men’s shirts of man-made fibres, HS-610220 women’s overcoats and HS-420310 articles 
of leather apparel are classified as Retreat segment due to low imports by UK from the world.

Table-9 Retreat items among UK imports from Pakistan (USD Mn)

HS code Product Description Import 
from PK

Export to 
EU

‘610342 Men’s or boys’ trousers breeches and shorts of cotton, knitted 24.6 226.2

‘420310 Articles of apparel, of leather 19.4 195.3

‘551412 Woven fabrics < 85% polyester staple fibres by weight, mixed ... 17.5 22.5

‘610520 Men’s or boys’ shirts of man-made fibres, knitted or crocheted 15.5 132.7

‘630239 Bedlinen of textile materials (excluding of cotton and man-made fibres, printed, knitted 
or ...

15.3 29.2

‘630392 Curtains of synthetic fibres (excluding ... 14 179

‘080450 Fresh or dried guavas, mangoes and mangosteens 13.6 165.2

‘630710 Floorcloths, dishcloths, dusters and similar cleaning cloths, of all types of textile 
materials

13.5 90.5

‘610220 Women’s or girls’ overcoats, car coats, capes, cloaks, anoraks, incl. ski jackets, 
windcheaters, ...

13.2 85.3

‘630391 Curtains of cotton 12.4 30.2

‘950662 Inflatable balls 11.4 59.6

‘630291 Toilet linen and kitchen linen of cotton (excluding of terry fabrics, floorcloths, polishing 
...

11.3 52.6

‘611610 Gloves, mittens and mitts, impregnated, coated or covered with plastics or rubber, 
knitted ...

10.7 99.3

‘420329 Gloves, mittens and mitts, of leather or composition leather (excluding special sports 
gloves)

10.1 60.7

‘610120 Overcoats, car coats, capes, cloaks, anoraks, incl. ski jackets, windcheaters, wind-jackets 
...

10.1 80.9

‘630210 Bedlinen, knitted or crocheted 8.2 30

‘520911 Plain woven fabrics of cotton, containing >= 85% cotton by weight and weighing > 200 
g/m², ...

8.1 12.4

‘610590 Men’s or boys’ shirts of textile materials, knitted or crocheted (excluding of cotton or 
man-made ...

8.1 22.1

‘080410 Fresh or dried dates 7 57.7

‘610332 Men’s or boys’ jackets and blazers of cotton, knitted or crocheted (excluding wind-
jackets ...

6.5 23.9
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16. Expected (No) changes in Tariffs

The UK GSP will continue to provide trade preferences to the same countries as the EU’s GSP program. There 
will be 3 frameworks:

•	 	Least developed countries framework (LDCF)
•	 	General framework
•	 	Enhanced framework

These frameworks will replicate the same market access as the EU’s GSP. The Enhanced Framework will 
closely replicate the EU’s GSP+ tier, which requires that countries have ratified and effectively implemented 
27 conventions on human and labor rights, good governance and the environment. 

To ease the transition, the rules of origin in the UK’s preferences scheme will remain the same as under the 
EU GSP. Specifically, the list of products and working or processing operation which confer originating status 
will be the same in the UK’s preference scheme as under the EU’s GSP scheme. In the event of no deal, for 
up to 12 months after Brexit, GSP exporters will be allowed to use the REX statement of origin as proof that 
goods originate from a GSP country. The statement of origin must hold the valid REX registration number of 
the exporter and be dated no later than 12 months after the date the UK leaves the EU. During and after this 
period the UK GSP scheme will use FORM A as proof of origin.

In most cases, there will be little or no change for products arriving from non-EU countries immediately after 
Brexit. However, some changes will be unavoidable, as the UK will no longer be party to various border control 
arrangements operating within the EU Single Market. Whether a business will be affected by these changes 
depends on several factors, including the country in which it is based, whether goods will transit via the EU, and 
the type of product being exported to the UK. The UK government has published an online tool for businesses 
to obtain information if they will be affected. The online tool is available at www.gov.uk/business-uk-leaving-
eu. Enquiries can also be submitted via the online form at:  www.great.gov.uk/contact/triage/location/.  

In case of a deal with the EU, the Withdrawal Agreement allows for the UK to remain part of the EU’s GSP 
scheme during the implementation period. In this case, all tariff reductions and administrative processes would 
remain unchanged during that period (Deputy High Commissioner UK Trade Director for Pakistan, 2019).

Table 10 shows an extract of the list of tariffs which will be applied to the top 25 Pakistani products imported 
into UK. The table shows applied tariffs if GSP+ quota is exceeded. In case imports from Pakistan remain under 
quota, the applied tariffs will be nil. If imports from Pakistan exceed quota, the UK tariffs will either be lower 
than the current EU tariffs or they will remain the same. 
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This means that whatever the outcome (hard Brexit or soft Brexit), tariffs for imports to UK will not change or 
may be lower than existing EU tariffs.

Table-10 UK and EU tariffs applicable on top 25 imports from Pakistan after Brexit

HS code Product Description GSP eligible?
UK Tariff for 
GSP eligible EU Tariff if quota exceeded UK Tariff if quota exceeded

‘620342 Men’s or boys’ trousers, bib and brace overalls, breeches and ... Yes 0% 12.0% 12.0% No change

‘100620 Husked or brown rice No 42.50 EUR / tonne 25.00 GBP/1000kg Lower

65.00 EUR / tonne 25.00 GBP/1000kg Lower

‘620462 Women’s or girls’ trousers, bib and brace overalls, breeches and ... Yes 0% 12.0% 12.0% No change

‘100630 Semi-milled or wholly milled rice, whether or not polished or glazed No 175.00 EUR / tonne 121.00 GBP/1000kg Lower

‘611020 Jerseys, pullovers, cardigans, waistcoats and similar articles, of ... Yes 0% 12.0% 12.0% No change

‘901890 Instruments and appliances used in medical, surgical or veterinary... Yes 0% 0.0% 0.0% No change

‘630222 Printed bedlinen of man-made fibres (excluding knitted or 
crocheted)

Yes 0% 6.9% 6.0% Lower

12.0% 12.0% No change

‘630232 Bedlinen of man-made fibres (excluding printed, knitted or 
crocheted)

Yes 0% 6.9% 6.0% Lower

12.0% 12.0% No change

‘630231 Bedlinen of cotton (excluding printed, knitted or crocheted) Yes 0% 12.0% 12.0% No change

‘620343 Men’s or boys’ trousers, bib and brace overalls, breeches and ... Yes 0% 12.0% 12.0% No change

‘611030 Jerseys, pullovers, cardigans, waistcoats and similar articles, of ... Yes 0% 12.0% 12.0% No change

‘630260 Toilet linen and kitchen linen, of terry towelling or similar terry ... Yes 0% 12.0% 12.0% No change

‘630221 Printed bedlinen of cotton (excluding knitted or crocheted) Yes 0% 12.0% 12.0% No change

‘640399 Footwear with outer soles of rubber, plastics or composition 
leather, with uppers of leather ...

Yes 0% 5.0% 4.0% Lower

7.0% 6.0% Lower

8.0% 8.0% No change

‘940490 Articles of bedding and similar furnishing, fitted with springs or ... Yes 0% 3.7% 2.0% Lower

‘630710 Floorcloths, dishcloths, dusters and similar cleaning cloths, of all 
types of textile materials

Yes 0% 6.9% 6.0% Lower

7.7% 6.0% Lower

12.0% 12.0% No change

‘630790 Made-up articles of textile materials, incl. dress patterns, n.e.s. Yes 0% 6.3% 6.0% Lower

12.0% 12.0% No change

‘630392 Curtains, incl. drapes, and interior blinds, curtain or bed valances of 
synthetic fibres (excluding ...

Yes 0% 6.9% 6.0% Lower

12.0% 12.0% No change

‘610510 Men’s or boys’ shirts of cotton, knitted or crocheted (excluding ... Yes 0% 12.0% 12.0% No change

‘610990 T-shirts, singlets and other vests of textile materials, knitted ... Yes 0% 12.0% 12.0% No change

(gov.uk, 2020)
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17. Non-Tariff Barriers

There is no signal from the UK government if non-tariff barriers (NTB) will be the same as those of the EU or if 
Britain will develop new NTBs which Pakistan and other country exporters will have to comply with.

In case the UK does not agree on standards common with the EU, Pakistan will need to comply with both EU 
and UK standards to ensure eligible exports to both markets. In case both countries agree to similar standards, 
or the UK develops minimum standards as compared to the EU, Pakistan will be able to meet UK’s standards 
by simply meeting EU standards.
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18. Can Imports from Pakistan Actually 
Increase Post Brexit?

To look at the possibility of the UK’s imports from Pakistan increasing post-Brexit, Figure 17 takes a look at past 
instances where UK’s GDP growth slowed down or was in negative and whether it had any impact on imports 
from Pakistan.

FIGURE 17 Total UK imports from Pakistan and UK GDP growth rate

18.1 The Lag Effect

The figure reveals that there is a “lag effect” of one year when it comes to UK’s GDP growth rate and its effect 
on imports from Pakistan; meaning that when the UK’s GDP growth rate declined, imports from Pakistan 
witnessed a decrease (or a slowdown in increase in some instances) in the next year. For example, when in 
2004, UK’s GDP growth rate was 2.4% down from 3.3% in 2003, UK’s imports from Pakistan increased to USD 
1,130.8 Mn in 2004, up from USD 931.8 Mn in 2003 but decreased to USD 893.1 Mn in 2005 indicating a lag 
effect of one year.

Similarly, when the UK’s GDP growth rate declined from 1.9% in 2017 to 1.3% in 2018, imports from Pakistan 
increased from USD 1,6348.8 Mn in 2017 to USD 1,719.6 Mn in 2018, however its effect was felt in 2019 
when UK’s imports from Pakistan tapered off to USD 1,721.9 Mn.

This would mean there is a chance that any after-shocks felt in the UK’s imports from Pakistan due to Brexit 
may be felt one year after Brexit. 
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In the short term, Pakistan’s market share is not expected to increase noticeably due to established supply 
chains that procure from Pakistan and its competitors (the bullwhip effect2). 

FIGURE 18 The Bullwhip effect on supply chains

However, in the medium to long term, some competitors will be facing MFN tariffs like India and China and 
with higher per-unit prices, there is an opportunity for Pakistan to increase its market share by offering lower 
rates / better quality products.

2  The bullwhip effect is a distribution channel phenomenon in which demand forecasts yield supply chain inefficiencies. It refers to increasing 
fluctuation in inventory demand and supply in response to shifts in consumer demand as one moves further up the supply chain. The bullwhip 
effect usually flows up the supply chain, starting with the retailer, wholesaler, distributor, manufacturer and then the raw materials supplier.
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19. Quantitative Modeling

In addition to exploring the lag effect based on historical data, two quantitative models are used in modeling 
the scenarios for UK imports from Pakistan:

1) Imports from Pakistan forecast using market share and British estimates: This model is used in case of 
scenario 1 where imports into UK decrease anywhere in the range from -10.7% to -27.9% and Pakistan’s 
market share remains stagnant at the historical 0.25%.

2) Imports from Pakistan forecast using machine learning modeling: This model takes into account parameters 
that may affect the British economy and subsequently imports into the country, such as national income, 
purchasing power parity, foreign direct investment, consumption expenditure and exchange rate. This 
model allows for tweaking of these parameters to estimate the impact on UK imports from Pakistan.

Since Pakistan’s market share in UK’s imports have remained at 0.25% for the last 5 years, the models are based 
on the same assumption.

19.1 Scenario 1: Decrease in UK’s imports

Several forecasts from global investment banks and UK government institutions predict a range of impacts on 
the UK’s economy (HM Treasury, 2020). 

Among the UK’s forecasted macroeconomic indicators is impact on UK’s total imports. The UK Treasury 
estimates a range of decreases in UK’s imports in the range from -10.7% to -27.9% for the year 2020. Since 
Pakistan’s market share among UK’s imports from the world have remained at 0.25% for the last 5 years, the 
impact on UK’s imports from Pakistan is calculated at the same market share and given in Table 11.

Table-11 Scenario analysis, expected change in UK imports from Pakistan

Current UK imports 2019 
(USD Mn)

692,580.1

2020 2021

Scenarios: Lowest 
expected 
decrease (i.e. 

-10.7%)

Highest 
expected 
decrease (i.e.

-27.9%)

Median 
expected 
decrease (i.e.

-17.5%)

Lowest 
expected 
increase (i.e.

19.7%)

Highest 
expected 
decrease (i.e.

-3.8%)

Median 
expected 
decrease (i.e.

-7.3%)

Estimated UK imports from 
world (USD Mn)

618,474.0 499,350.2 571,378.6 740,313.4 480,374.9 613,089.2 

Estimated UK imports from 
PK (USD Mn)

1,546.2 1,248.4 1,428.4 1,850.8 1,200.9 1,532.7 
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19.2 Scenario 2: Changes in UK’s income and purchasing   

 power
An empirical model, created by the author by employing a machine learning algorithm, provided an equation 
which may be used to analyze the ups and downs of various factors which may affect UK’s imports from 
Pakistan.

The modeled equation 

UK’S imports from Pakistan = (3,775.62 x Gross National Income per capita) + 

(0.00151 x Gross Domestic Product at 2010 exchange rate) -  

(0.00180 x Household consumption expenditure at 2010 exchange rate) – 

(2,445,447,860.00 x Purchasing Power Parity) –  

(1,261,890.43 x real effective exchange rate at 2010 index=100) +  

(19,338,036.20 x consumer price index)

allows for the tweaking of its components to assess UK’s future imports from Pakistan. All parameters used in 
the equation are taken from World Bank’s World Development Indicators.

The model also allows for tweaking of variables on a standalone basis. As per the decreases in growth calculated 
by various global investment banks and UK government (HM Treasury, 2020), the decline in growth rates can 
be applied to the model parameters to provide a forecast of UK’s imports from Pakistan.

Table-12 Expected change in UK imports from Pakistan via machine learning model

For 2020 For 2021

Expected GNI growth -12.40% 6.50%

Expected GDP growth -12.40% 6.50%

Expected household final consumption growth -13.90% 8.70%

Expected exchange rate 97.83 100.34

Expected CPI increase 0.30% 1.70%

Expected UK imports from Pakistan 2020 (USD Mn)                     1,578.19 

Expected UK imports from Pakistan 2021 (USD Mn)                     1,694.95 

The scenario considers the fact that UK’s economy (and subsequent purchasing power) will decrease if 
the country is not able to meet all of its objectives in dealing with the EU and other countries. The model, 
employed by using machine learning algorithm (multiple linear regression), has its own set of assumptions and 
limitations and is not tested for robustness. It should not be taken as a definitive answer since it is not tested 
for assumptions. However, it gives a good approximate idea of the estimate of impact on UK’s imports from 
Pakistan. Backtesting the model on its own historical data gives an accuracy within the range of ±USD 150Mn.

The effect of Consumer Price Index (CPI), exchange rate fluctuation and variance in GDP and household 
consumption is expected to affect UK’s imports from Pakistan in 2020 and 2021 as shown in Table 12 above.
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20. Conclusion and Recommendations

Brexit will occur at the end of 2020. To date, negotiations between the UK and the EU have not made much 
progress. Out of the two scenarios, a hard Brexit or a soft Brexit, a hard Brexit is more likely on the horizon. 
In case of a hard Brexit, items from UK will face tariffs on exports to the EU. UK is attempting to negotiate 
trade agreements with various countries, including USA and EU, to counter this. For Pakistan, this means 
items imported by the UK, for further export to the EU, may be impacted in addition to items imported for 
UK’s internal consumption. However, the more likely impact would be due to changes to UK’s income and 
purchasing power as the majority of the type of items imported by UK from Pakistan and its competitors, e.g. 
textiles and rice, are for internal consumption.

This report identifies which items are Rising Stars, Falling Stars, Lost Opportunity and Retreat within the EPD 
matrix framework. The majority of these items are HS-620342 men’s trousers of cotton, HS-611020 jerseys, 
pullovers of cotton, and HS-620462 women’s trousers of cotton.

The report also provides a quantitative model to estimate the likely impact of Brexit on imports from Pakistan 
based on impacts to the British economy. In case of changes in UK’s income and purchasing power, overall 
imports from Pakistan may be around USD 1.6 Bn and USD 1.7 for the years 2020 and 2021. These estimates 
are modeled based on a machine learning model using multiple linear regression (MLR).

Pakistan’s highest market share is in woven fabrics with less than 85% PSF mix and Bedlinen. However, Pakistan’s 
market share among the top 3 categories i.e. surgical instruments, T-shirts of cotton and jerseys of man-made 
fibers, is lacking and Pakistan needs to concentrate on these items given UK’s high imports from the world of 
these items.

Aside from macro-economic factors, what price Pakistan’s exports fetch is also a product of the negotiating 
skills of businesses. If Pakistan’s businesses are unable to negotiate a good deal with UK businesses, then 
export amounts suffer. 

Pakistan can also consider a few changes in policies towards raw materials that are used in making apparel that 
are in high demand in UK e.g. of man-made fiber. By eliminating tariffs on raw materials used in man-made 
apparel, in the way similar to Vietnam, Pakistan can foster production of man-made apparel that are in demand 
in the UK market. 
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21. Elimination of tariffs on raw materials

In an attempt to diversify Pakistan’s export basket to the UK, this report also suggests some policy changes on 
man-made fiber (Arshad, 2020) to facilitate the manufacture and export of polyester based textiles which are 
a growing market in the UK. Due to the increase in demand of apparel made from man-made fiber in the UK 
market, customs duty on the following PSF (polystaple fiber) raw materials may be eliminated:

Table-13 Tariff on raw materials for polyester based textiles

HS code Item Current 
customs 
duty

In comparison, 
Vietnam customs 
duty on import 
from China

Action recommended

‘540219 Synthetic filament yarn (other than sewing thread), not 
put up for retail sale, including synthetic monofilament 
of less than 67 decitex: High tenacity yarn of nylon or 
other polyamides, whether or not textured: Other

11.0% 0.0%

Reduce to 0% to allow 
import of polyester 
and acrylic yarn for 

manufacture of polyester 
clothing and increase 
cotton-PSF mix from 

80:20 to 50:50.

‘540233 Synthetic filament yarn (other than sewing thread), not 
put up for retail sale, including synthetic monofilament 
of less than 67 decitex : Textured yarn : Of polyesters

11.0% 0.0% (MFN:3.0%)

‘540246 Synthetic filament yarn (other than sewing thread), not 
put up for retail sale, including synthetic monofilament 
of less than 67 decitex: Other yarn, single, untwisted 
or with a twist not exceeding 50 turns per metre: 
Other, of polyesters, partially oriented

11.0% 0.0% (MFN:3.0%)

‘540247 Synthetic filament yarn (other than sewing thread), not 
put up for retail sale, including synthetic monofilament 
of less than 67 decitex: Other yarn, single, untwisted 
or with a twist not exceeding 50 turns per metre: 
Other, of polyesters

11.0% 0.0% (MFN:3.0%)

‘550120 Filament tow of polyester 6.5% 0.0%

‘550130 Filament tow of acrylic or modacrylic 6.5% 0.0%

‘550140 Filament tow of polypropylene 6.5% 0.0%

‘550190 Filament tow of other polymers 6.5% 0.0%

‘550290 Artificial filament tow 6.5% 0.0%

‘550320 Staple fibers of polyesters, not carded, combed or 
otherwise processed for spinning

6% - 7% 0.0% (MFN:2.0%)

‘550330 Acrylic or modacrylic staple fibers, not carded, 
combed or otherwise processed for spinning

6.5% 0.0%

‘550340 Staple fibers of polypropylene, not carded, combed or 
otherwise processed for spinning

6.5% 0.0%

‘550390 Synthetic staple fibers, not carded, combed or 
otherwise processed for spinning (excluding those of 
polypropylene, acrylic, modacrylic, polyesters, nylon 
or other polyamides)

6.5% 0.0%

‘550620 Staple fibers of polyesters, carded, combed or 
otherwise processed for spinning

6.5% 0.0%

‘550630 Acrylic or modacrylic staple fibers, carded, combed or 
otherwise processed for spinning

6.5% 0.0%

‘550690 Synthetic staple fibers carded, combed or otherwise 
processed for spinning (excluding acrylic, modacrylic, 
polyester, nylon or other polyamides)

6.5% 0.0%

(FBR, 2020), (ITC, 2020)
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The government may reconsider protectionist policies for polyester fiber and filaments.

Import of machinery for manufacture of high thread count garments may be imposed at 0%. In addition, a tax 
holiday of 5 years may be provided to manufacturers of high-thread count garments to establish the industry 
in Pakistan.

In an earlier study on exports of non-traditional products, fire-retardant baby garments / kids wear was 
identified as there are renowned companies manufacturing baby garments/kid wear on a large scale in Pakistan. 
However, there was no producer of fire-retardant baby garments/kids wear (Raza, 2020). The duty structure of 
fire-retardant baby garments/kids wear and its imported inputs is shown in Table 14.

Table-14 Duty on fire-retardant baby garments

HS Code Description Statutory duty 
rate
2015-16

Current Rate of 
Duty
2019-20

RD
2019-20

6111.0000 Baby garments / kids wear 20% 20% 10%

Input/ Raw materials

HS Code Description Statutory duty rate
2015-16

Current Rate of 
Duty
2019-20

RD
2019-20

5512.9990 Fire-retardant fabric Woven fabrics of 
synthetic staple fibres, containing 85 % or 
more by weight of synthetic staple fibres. 

-Other

15% 16% 5%

5516.1200 Woven fabrics of artificial staple fibres. 
- Containing 85 % or more by weight of 
artificial staple fibres: - - Dyed

15% 16% 5%

The FBR only allowed repayment of customs duty on the import of above-mentioned raw materials for flame 
or fire-retardant woven fabric through SRO 754(I)2014 w.e.f. August 21, 2014. Despite the fact the specialized 
material is not manufactured locally, customs duty has not been reduced on its import, resultantly there are no 
exports of fire-retardant baby garments / kid wear from Pakistan (Raza, 2020).  

After the finalization of Brexit at the start of 2021, analysts expect the GDP of UK to take a hit in the range 
of -1.2 to -4.5% (Latorre, Olekseyuk, & Robinson, 2019). However, the UK is moving at a fast pace to set up 
its own trade deals. While no progress has been made so far, any deal agreed by the end of the year is likely 
to be a basic trade agreement, likely requiring more years of bilateral negotiations to sort out other aspects 
of the relationship. Our analysis shows that it is not expected that UK’s imports from Pakistan may change 
substantially due to Pakistan’s relatively small market share among UK’s imports (0.2%). There is an opportunity 
to increase market share among identified items in the EPD matrix. However, the success of this will depend on 
the negotiations of Pakistani businesses with UK buyers and trade fairs promoting the identified items.
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